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Sports hurt by Browns move State agents make
Avenue offund raising eliminated for Carroll arrests at local bar
season normally made by working eight Browns home games.
"This has been a great fundjohn Carroll University students and organizations will be raiser for us because we can make
directly affected by Monday's an- a lot of money in a very short
nouncement that the Cleveland amount of time," said Lenhart "But
Browns will be heading to Balti- we have had to work very hard for
this money, money that now bemore, MD.
Twovarsityandtwoclubsports, comes more difficult to make.'
The wrestling and swim
along with dozens of JCU stuteams both receive money
dents, will be lookfrom the University being for other sources
cause they are varsity
of income and ways
sports. Crew and sailing
of supplementing
do not. A bulk of their
their budgets come
money comes from the
the end of the 1995
fund-raising done at
football season.
Browns games.
"This move is devas"No doubt, this will
tating, it really puts us
hurt us. The Browns
behind the eight-ball,"
have enabled us to
said Carroll swim coach
comedown, bust our
Matt Lenhart, whose
butts, and end up
team sells beer and other
with a ton of money while
concessionsiternsatCleveland Municipal Stadium to pay savingtimefromdoingadditional
said Senior Dan
for its winter training trip to fund-raising,"
.
.

Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

we are going to do.
will lose a
big chunk of change without this
fund-raiser."
Varsity teams such as swimmingand wrestling, which use the
money to fund winter training in
Florida, and club sports such as
crew and sailing, stand to lose between the $8,000 and $12,000 per

club and head of fund-raising.
"Last year's fund-raising enabled
us to buy a $6,000 shell. Without
this money, it could hurt our ability to compete, since we now will
have to spend more time out making money and less time in the
water practicing and competing."
Even with the loss of funds,

Cranley states SU goals
Christina Hynes
News Editor

This week's Student Union
meeting was replaced with the
annual State of the Union dinner
where President of the Student
Union john Cranley recapped his
past term and pointed toward future goals.
"!The! celebration of life that I
call the john Carroll Student
Union has provided some of the
best moments of joy in my life," he
said. "While we can be glad that
God is among us here today, let us
not forget that ... many others have
yet to receive their invitations to
this celebration."
Cranley said that people often
confuse feeling good with happiness.
"If our Student Union is to live,
to be a communion of people that
celebrates life, then we must not
be concerned with feeling good,
but doing the right thing," he said.
Cranley cited approximately
30studentsfortheircontributions
to the Student Union, including
many who are not a part of the
senate, as "people trying to add to
the vitality of our community."
Cranley pointed to the past by
saying he remembers "a university vice president telling [him}
that the Student Union shouldn't
be raising questions to the administration like visitation, but should

trust in the benevolence of the administration." He added that the
Student Union has rejected this
and has been more thimconcerned
about the student body's rights.
He cited fighting for handbook
rights, a senior dinner, fighting for
a visitation change, reversing the
ban
on
posting
signs in the
atrium,
fighting "a
restrictive
funding
policy," and
lowering
the prices
in the Inn
Between.
In the future, Cranley encourages continued price negotiations
with Marriott, an extended reading day, accommodating smokers
in the cold, and putting out another course evaluation booklet,
among other things.
"If we try to solve these issues,
we just might create a system that
affirms God's presence in all of
us," Cranley said.
Erin O'Brien, secretary of the
junior class, said Cranley is a good
speaker and addressed the issues
at hand well.
"He got the message across that
weare a university and it's not just
made up of senators," she said.

both the University and its athletic department are unable to offer these organizations additional
money.
"We have a limited pool of
money to allocate and distribute
to some of these activities," said Fr.
Richard P. Salmi, SJ., vice-presidentof student affairs. "Right now,
weare giving them all the help we
can give. so they are all going to
have to find other ways of fundraising. Besides, I feel this is a lessthan-desirable way to raise funds.
1wonder what message this sends
to these students by selling beer.
There are plenty of other ways to
make money."
Many of these athletes from
both club and varsity sports have
suggested pulling money from
other varsity programs to pay for
training trips south. But,JCU Athletic Director Tony DeCarlo said
that will not happen.
"These programs are budgeted

James Aurlcchlo
Managing Editor

State Liquor Control Agents
arrested five students and two bar
employees at Quinn's in the
Heights last Saturday.
The students were cited for
underage consumption and "misrepresentation" (presenting false
identification). The two employees were arrested for sale of alcohol to a person under the age of 21.
Four of the students, all freshmen, were apprehended inside the
bar by undercover agents. The
fifth, a sophomore, was arrested
outside in the parking lot.
The criminal infractions are
the equivalent of first-degreem isdemeanors. According to Ohio
Revised Code, each person faces
uptoa$1,000 fine and six months
in jail. The fines are commonly
reduced.
This is the second visit by State
Liquor control agents to Quinn's

the bar faced similar charges and
paid $2,000 in fines in lieu of losing their liquor license for 20days.
At the time, the Cedar Road establishment was operating under the
license of the previous owner,
Mugsy's Inc.
As of October of this year, In
Hoc Inc. took control of the liquor
license. For that reason. despite
the fact that the bar has been advertised as Quinn's for some time
even before February, this is the
current ownership's first citation.
"I would expect that the punishment would be similar to the
first incident," said Leo Skinner of
the Ohio Department of Public
Safety.
Skinner said that the Attorney
General and the Liquor Control
Commission have yet to set a hearing date, however, actions against
the bar could range from monetary fines to "revoking the liquor
license and com-plete.\ y dosing l he

Iota Phi Theta cleared of hazing charge
Melissa Tllk
Editor-in-chief

The University Hearing Board
returned a not-guilty verdict this
past Monday on the charge of hazing by the fraternity of Iota Phi
Theta.
In a closed hearing this past
Monday, the Board heard arguments from both sides regarding
an incident a couple of weeks ago
in which a pledge sustained a head
injury and was taken to the hospital as a precaution.
"I've dealt with the Board for
eight years and I respect their decision," said joe Farrell, dean of

students. "I can't deny that I don't "like I said before, we were preagree with it, but l respect it. And, pared to take what[the Board} had
to give."
l'm not going to appeal."
"Of course, we feel fortunate,"
Farrell brought the charge
against the fraternity, and went said Homer. "l prefer to leave the
before the Board to explain what details there. I've never been to a
hazing is. "Each fraternity and hearing before, but we were ready
sorority is given a copy of the haz- and prepared."
The Board, made up of seven
ing explanation which is signed
by the president of the organiza- faculty and students. reached the
tion before pledging begins," said verdict after 45 minutes of delibFarrell. "It's up to the Board to de- erations. "The proceedings are
cide whether the incident fits the supposed to be totally confidential," said Marcy Milota,coordinacharge."
According to Mike Homer, toroflibrarycatalogingandmempresident of lPT, thefraternitywas ber of the Board for the past four
see IPT, page 3
a bit surprised by the decision, but

Students sell the last of the Winter Fonmal bids on
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Hunger Week to raise awareness
Cherie Skoczen
dine Room.
According to
A letter-writing campaign will
Assistant News Editor
Ferguson, some students will eat also occur next week. "Due to the
Over 12 million children are an elaborate meal of a wealthy fact that the House and the Senate
hungry right now, and every 53 American and some will eat a passed bills for welfare cuts, we
minutes an American child dies meal of a third-world citizen con- will be sending leuersto President
from poverty, according to statis- sisting of bean soup or rice. Clinton to ask him to veto those
tics available in the Campus Min - Ferguson said this will be a good bills," Ferguson said.
istry office.
According to
ext week john
Rev. Peter). FenCarroll will sponsor
nessy, SJ., hunthe annual Geller "There are poor people In the world ger awareness
Hunger Week to make
campaigns
the JCU community because there are rich people."
have
taken
aware of the world's
place atJCU for
hunger problem, said
Rev. Peter]. Fennessy, SJ. the last22 years.
Tasha Ferguson in
He said that the
Campus Ministry.
facts regarding
Named in honorofMr.and Mrs. experience for students, making hunger in the world can sometimes
Alben Geller, whose endowment them aware of how lucky they are be overpoweri ngand cause people
to Campus Ministry is to be used comparedtopeopleinothercounto grow numb..
for hunger awareness, the week is tries. "It'll be an awakening
Fennessy suggested that students write letters to their conintended to educate theJCU com- evening for students," she said.
munity
Thursday night students will gressional representatives to enStudentsmaysign up today and sleep outside on the quad. "It will courage them to throw "extra
tomorrow in the atrium to par- be a time for them to understand money into the pot" to help feed
ticipate. On Monday, a 30-hour what it is like when they have no the poor.
fast will begin at noon. Sponsors whereeise to turn," Ferguson said.
Fennessy said there are one bilof the participant will donate
Sophomore Lori Roddypartici- lion people in the world who earn
money to Oxfam which is ana- pated in Hunger Week last year by less than one dollar per day. "We're
tional organization concerned sleeping on the quad and said it part of the problem." he added.
with world hunger.
wasarealitycheck. "Itwasagood "There are poor people in the world
On Tuesday, there will be a experience because it made mere- because there are rich people." He
prayer service at 5:30 p m . It will alize what it's like to not have a added thatSpercemof the world's
be followed by a simple dinner of place to sleep," she said.
population own 95 percent of the
soup and bread to break the 3DHunger Week concludes Friday world's goods.
hour fast, Ferguson sa1d
when students can skip a meal at
"I think Carroll should be aware
· AnOxfambanquetwillbeheld lunch. The money will be donated and know the truth about what's
at 6 p.m. on Wednesday in thejar- toOxfam.
going on in the world," he said.
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Students FOCUS
on feeding hungry
Amy Kerner
Staff Reporter
Despite the hunger problem in
our society, some less fortunate
Cleveland families will have food
on their tables this Thanksgiving
season, thanks to the efforts and
hard work of some John Carroll
students.
Operation FOCUS(Familiesof
Cleveland United by Students)
provides at least a week of food for
50 families living in the Hugh
neighborhood in downtown
Cleveland,said Megan Baldino, cochair of the Student Union's fall
service project.
For the past two Sundays, students have walked door to door in
University Heights to collect nonperishable food items.
Next week, they will collect
from the lastthird of thecommunity. This year, participation has
increased.
"We've had good turnouts even
with the cold weather," said john
Kovatch , co-chair of canvassing
for the campaign.
The FOCUS food collection is
becoming a tradition in University Heights, said Bridget Meehan,
co-chair of FOCUS.
"People who live around here

JCU's radio station to broadcast at Hall of Fame
Joe Wholley
later said we could broadcast for
Assistant News Editor
the whole day if we like, and we
john Carroll University's radio went for it."
station, WUJC, will be broadcastThe station will broadcastfrom
ing from the Radio Shack Studio them useum'sstudioand the show
insideo{ theR.ockandR.ollHallof will be transmitted fromjCU, thus
arne an
useum on ues ay. us ngt esamewattageandreacnNov. J4, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. This ing the same audience as a normal
makes john Carroll the second WUJC broadcast, said Spilka.
"We will be using the latest
university to broadcast from the
landmark studio.
digital telephone technology to
"We were approached by the transmit the show," said Cornelius
museum two months ago," said Gould, WUJCchief engineer. "The
Junior Robin Spilka, pubic affairs hook-up works like a phone call
director at WUJC "At first we but has the sound quality of a CD."
thought we would only be broadThe regular Tuesday programs
casting one show for two hours. will air on the 14th but in a differAn organizer from the museum ent format."We will have a similar

1
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but condensed lineup," said Spilka.
"The programs of the day will be
changed around so that the greatest amount of DJs get the opportunity to broadcast from the museum. Everyone gets one hour of
broa dcast rime i nsread o rwo.
Also, we are going to play rock all
day."
Many WUJC broadcasters said
they believe that the exposure will
help boost public awareness of the
station. "This broadcast will give
us some publicity because it introduces us to a bigger market." said
Junior Bill Sindelar, a WUJC DJ.
The station will give museum
tickets, headphones from Radio

Shack, T-shirts,CDsand packages
from Sony throughout the day.
Junior Samantha D'Angelo,
WUJCD]said thisisagreatchance
to broadcast from a major studio.
"l plan on going into broadcasting, and rhisuniqueshowwillhelp
me gain moreexperiencein broadcasting."
Sen ior Brian Ha kes, station
manager, said that he is excited
about the approaching event and
what it will do for the station. "I
think this Hall of Fame broadcast
is a great opportunity for WUJC
to make its mark." he said. "This is
going to be a historic day for
WUJC.'

The Carroll News
is looking for some
new writers.
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remember it from last year," said
Meehan. "1t seems to be catching
on a bit."
Lisa Viscusi, member of Theta
Kappa, collected food last week
with other members of her sorerity. "This one guy was surprised
that we actually walk around and
collect all this food," Viscusi said.
"The guy said, 'lt's really good to
see you doing this,' and that made
me feel good," she said.
Since the project began three
years ago, the amount of food colleered has grown substantially,
said Meehan. "ln just the first canvassing, wecollectedasmuchfood
as we collected in twocanvassings
last year." she said.
The Student Union has also
been collecting money that will
be used to buy a turkey and milk
for each family along with staple
foods such as cereal and peanut
butter, said Baldino. "Our first
fund-raiser for FOCUS was a raffle
during Homecoming weekend ,"
she said.
Since then, the Student Union
has raised more money by collecting from each department in the
university, hosting senior happy
hours, puning jars in the Inn Between for money; and holding another raffle during parents weekend, Baldino said.
~It's nice to know that you're trying to help someone instead of just
sitting there," said Meehan.
On Saturday; Nov. 18, students
will deliver the food to the families. last year about 35 students
wenc down to St. Agnes-our Lady
of Fatima in East Cleveland, the
church that locates the needy
families.
A prayer service is held with
the families and then each family
is given five to six boxes of food,
depending on the size of the family, said Baldino.
"Seeing the expression on the
people's faces is more than words
can express," said Kovatch. "I can't
stress enough how glad I am to be
a part of this."
Baldino admits, though, that
delivering the food can bedifficult
emotionally.
"You have to drive some of the
food to houses with living conditions that are horrible, and they're
only 15 minutes away from here,"
Baldino said.
Volunteers are still needed to
collect food on Sunday a nd to deliver t he food on Nov. 18, said
Meehan. Individ ualsor groupsare
needed to "adopt a family," which
involvesdonatingabout l5dollars
for a turkeyand twogallonsof milk
for a specificfamiy. Anyone interested should contact the Student
Union at 397-4230.

Help wanted:
Guys want to get
crazy with 300 women?
Have we got a job for
you!
Club 11 48 needs male
entertainers and servers
for Cleveland's #1 all
male revue every
saturday night. Lots of

$$$

Call us at 397-4398

Lots of fun!
Club 1 1 48 in the Flats
on th e West Bank
575-Q600
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BROWNS
continued from page 1
for the things that they n.eed, not
the things that go above and beyond that." DeCarlo said. "I will
not cut money from another program so that these teams can go
on trips. It isafringe benefit. Why
should !sacrifice the general wellbeing of the athletic department
for something these teams choose
to do7"
DeCarlo, who set up the contract with the Browns for the fundraising activities, said he thinks
that there are other viable ways
for these teams to make money.
"Over the years our teams have
been able to come up with other
ways of making money, such as
the baseball team, which sells
Christmas trees,' said DeCarlo.
"We might want w think about
doing such things as silent auctions and reverse raffles. It will be
harder, but it can be done."
JCU athlet ic orga nizations are
not the only ones to suffer because
of the Browns' move to Baltimore.
SomeCarrollstudents,manywho
hold pan-time jobs, stand to lose
from this, such as Senior Molly
Magovich.
Magovich, who has worked in
the Browns TicketOfficefull-time
fort he pastfive years, will be faced
with one of the biggest decisions
of her life at the end of the season.
She can remain with the Browns
and move to Baltimore, or leave
her $25,000-a-year job and stay in
Cleveland.
"This move to Baltimore has
made my future, both scholastically and with the organization,
unsure." said Magovich. "I pay for
100 percent of my tuition, and al-

continued from page 1
years. "1t's the board'sdecisionand
I'm comfortable with that."
Farrell said that he was glad it
was the Board's decision, but he
hopes there are no implications to
this ruling. "The Board is very careful to consider each case separately." said Farrell.
"IPT did a very good job of presenting themselves. They pointed
to the fact that they were
contritious and they didn't have a
hell of a lot of control in it. There
was no forcing of alcohol," sa id
Farrell.

though I have enough money to
get through the spring semester, I
am not sure I will be able to pay for
summer classes without the
Browns. I had always looked at
staying with the Browns after
graduation until! could go tO grad
school Now, I don't know."
Magovich said that she, along
with the entire from office, has
been invited by Baltimore Browns
majority owner, Arthur B. Modell,
to stay on with the club in Balti more.
If she decides to move, the fran -

chise will pay her moving costs
and help her find housing in the
area, she said.
"The Browns have been a big
part of my life, and 1 have been
able to meet a lot of wonderful
people." said Magovich. "This news
is devastating to me, not only because we are losing this team, and
possibly my job, but because of
the loss of the people that has come
with it . I don't know what I'll do.
Things have been happening so
quick. Right now, l am just numb.
It is very sad."

Browns owners, JCU donors
James Aurlcchlo
Managing Editor
The CEO of Maryland Bank
National Association (MBNA) is
AI Lerner who owns nine percent
of the Cleveland Browns. Lerner, a
Maryland native, has been one of
the major proponents for the
Browns'movefromCleveland,OH,
to Baltimore,MD,accordingto The
Plain Dealer. ln fact,some reports
have stated that Lerner helped to
bankroll the entire move.
The John Carroll University
connection?
Lerner, along with the majorny owner of the Browns, Art
Modell, are major donors to JCU.
This past June, the Alumni association negotiated a deal with
MBNA for the licensmg of JCU
credit cards to be sold to alumni
and students. In the deal, Carroll
received $30,000 up front and is
guaranteed $100,000 toward
scholarships. Pete Bernardo, director of alumni affairs, has acknowledged that numerous
alumni have called his office to
voice their displeasure with the

ng to nior '"'"-" ""'"
Brown who serves on the Board,
iustice was served. "The Board did
irs job. l wish l could be more specific, but it was a closed hearing.
We arrived at the proper verdict."
he said.
"We're ready to do what wealways have and resume activities.
It is our decision not to continue
pledging this semester," said
Homer.
Homer did not link the ceasing
of pledging to the incident, but he
did cite the time element. "We lost
a few weeks before the hearing and
there's just not enough time left
this semester." he said.

association between Carroll and
Lerner.
"Peoplearemad,"Bernardosaid.
"That's because we are working
with a company that is responsible for moving the Browns."
ln effect, Carroll is financially
associated with the man who is
the major reason that Baltimore
could have an NFL team next fall,
while Cleveland Municipal Stadium will be empty for the first
time in 49 years.
"It is unfortunate," Bernardo
said. "But we are one of five colleges in Cleveland who have this
deal, and it was made far before
there was any word of the Browns
moving."
Bernardo said he is not considenng ceasing any relations with
MBNA, or cutting short the fiveyear deal. The University will receive at least $70,000 more from
the Delaware-based bankovenhe
next five years.
MBNA currentlyemploysover
45 Carroll alumni, and 17 1995
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Bids for the Christmas Formal sold out after four and
one half days. The Student Union sold 360 bids in
record time compared to recent years. ln fac t, 20 additional bids were made avaHable to some of the more
than 40 students who were placed on a waiting hst for
additional bids. According to Senior Bridget Luby, one
of the chairpersons for the afffair, the waiting list has ·
been closed, and the sale of bids has stopped at 380. No
more bids will be old because the IX Center ballroom
can accommodate only 760 people, she said. "As much
as we'd like to allow more people to attend the dance,
we can't," said Luby: "There is limited seating, and we
just can't accommodate any more students."
More than 600 students joined in the Student Union's
"Raid on Student Aid" this week as rher s1gned letters
and wrote personal notes to members o Congress. Ac
cording to John Cranley,SU president, the House of Rep
resentatives has passed a bill that could cut $11 billion
in student aid. Students addressed letters to the Repub
lican representatives of the House and asked them to
follow the lead of the Senate members and not cut stu·
den.t a1d.
Th1s year'sjCU delegation tothr j.U.ST.C F convention
at Xav1er University succeeded in leading the opposi
t10n to proposed changes in the charter of the orgam
zanon. "The founders of JUSTICE wa nted to make sur
jesutt ideals were preserved," said John Cranley. SL'
president. ''l'm proud of this year'sdeleganon Our campus founded JUSTICE, and we stopped them from
changing its entire mission."
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Hunger Week to raise awareness
Cherie Skoczen

dine Room.
According to
Ferguson, some students will eat
an elaborate meal of a wealthy
American and some will eat a
meal of a third-world citizen consisting of bean soup or rice.
Ferguson said this will be a good

Assistant News Editor

Over 12 million children are
hungry nght now, and every 53
minutes an American child dies
from poverty, according to statistics available in the Campus Ministry office.
Next week John
Carroll will sponsor
the annual Geller ~There
Hunger Week to make
the JCU community
aware of the world's
hunger problem, said
Rev. Peter
Tasha Ferguson in
Campus Ministry.
Named in honorofMr.and Mrs. experience for students, making
Albert Geller, whose endowment them aware of how luckytheyare
to Campus Ministry is to be used compared to people inothercounfor hunger awareness, the week ts tries. "It'll be an awakening
intended to educate theJCU com- evening for students," she said.
munity.
Thursday night studems will
Studentsmaysign uptodayand sleep outside on the quad. "It wlll
tomorrow in the atrium to par- be a time for them to understand
ticipate. On Monday, a 30-hour what it is like when they have no
fast wi 11 begin at noon. Sponsors where else to turn," Ferguson said.
of the participant will donate
Sophomore Lori Roddy partie imoney to Oxfam which is a na- pated in Hunger Week last year by
tional organization co ncerned sleeping on the quad and said it
with world hunger.
was a reality check. "It was a good
On Tuesday, there will be a experience because it made mereprayer service at 5:30p.m. It will alize what it's like to not have a
be followed by a simple dinner of place to sleep," she said.
soup and bread to break the 3DHunger Week concludes Friday
hour fast, Ferguson said.
when students can skip a meal at
· AnOxfam banquet will beheld lunch. Themoneywillbedonated
at6 pm on Wednesday in the jar- toOxfam.

A letter-writing campaign will
also occur next week. "Due to the
fact that the House and the Senate
passed bills for welfare cuts, we
will be sending letters to President
Clinton to ask him to veto those
bills," Ferguson said.
According to
Rev. PeterJ Fennessy, SJ, hunger awareness
campaigns
have
taken
place atjCU for
Fennessy, S]. thelast22years.
Hesaid that the
facts regarding
hungeri ntheworld cansometimes
beoverpoweringandcause people
to grow numb..
Fennessy suggested that students write letters to their congressional representatives to encourage them to throw "extra
money into the pot" to help feed
the poor.
Fennessy said there are one billion people in the world who earn
less than one dollar per day. "We're
part of the problem," he added.
"There are poor people in the world
because there are rich people." He
added that5 percemof the world's
population own 95 percent of the
world's goods.
"I think Carroll should be aware
and know the truth about what's
going on in the world," he said.

are poor people in the world

because there are rich people."
J

Students FOCUS
on feeding hungry
Amy Kerner
Staff Reporter
Despite the hunger problem in
our society, some less fortunate
Cleveland families will have food
on their tables this Thanksgiving
season, thanks to the efforts and
hard work of some John Carroll
students.
OperationFOCUS(Familiesof
Cleveland United by Students)
provides at least a week of food for
50 families living in the Hugh
neighborhood in downtown
Cleveland,said Megan Baldino, cochair of the Student Union's fall
service project.
For the past two Sundays, students have walked door to door in
University Heights to collect nonperishable food items .
Next week, they will collect
from the last third of thecommu nity. This year, participation has
increased.
"We've had good turnouts even
with the cold weather," said john
Kovatch, co-chair of canvassing
for th e campaign.
The FOCUS food collection is
becoming a tradition in UniversityHeights,saidBridgetMeehan,
co-chair of FOCUS.
"People who live around here

JCU's radio station to broadcast at Hall of Fame
Joe Wholley
Assistant News Editor

John Carroll University's radio
station, WUJC, will be broadcasting from the Radio Shack Studio
inside o£ the Rock and Roll Hall of
am an
useum on ue ay.
Nov. J4,f rom 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. This
makes john Carroll the second
university to broadcast from the
landmark studio.
"We were approached by the
museum two months ago," said
junior Robin Spilka, pubic affairs
director at WUJC. "At first we
thought we would only be broadcasting one show for two hours
An organizer from the museum

later said we could broadcast for
the whole day if we like, and we
went for it."
The station will broadcast£ rom
themuseum'sstudioand the show
will be transmitted [ romjCU, thus
us ngt esamewat agean reac ingthesameaudienceasanormal
WUJC broadcast, said Spilka
"We will be using the latest
digital telephone technology to
transmit the show," said Cornelius
Gould, WUjCchief engineer. "The
hook-up works like a phone call
but has the sound quality of a CD."
The regular Tuesday programs
will air on the 14th but in a different forma t." We will have a similar

1
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but condensed lineup,"saidSpilka.
"The programs of the day will be
changed around so that the greatest amount of Djs get the opportunity to broadcast from the museum. Everyone gets one hour of
broadcast rime insread o

two

Also, we are going to play rock all
day.'
Many WUJC broadcasters said
they believe that the exposure will
help boost public awareness of the
station. "This broadcast will give
us some publicity because it introduces us to a bigger market," said
Junior Bill Sindelar, a WUJC DJ
The station will give museum
tickets, headphones from Radio

Shack, T-shirts, COs and packages
from Sony throughout the day.
Junior Samantha D'Angelo,
WUJCDJ said thisisagreatchance
to broadcast from a major studio.
"1 plan on going into broadcasting,and rhis unique show will help
me gain more experience in broadcasting."
Senior Brian Hakes, station
manager, said that he is excited
about the approaching event and
what it will do for the station. "I
think this Hall of Fame broadcast
is a great opportunity for WUJC
to make its mark," he said. "This is
going to be a historic day for
WUJC"

The Carroll News
is looking for some
new writers.
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YOJ could be the next
Pulitzer Prize winner.
Everyone starts somewhere.
Here's your chance.

remember it from last year," said
Meehan. "It seems to be catching
on a bit."
Lisa Viscusi, member of Theta
Kappa, collected food last week
with other members of her sorority. "This one guy was surprised
that we actually walk around and
collect all this food," Viscusi said.
"The guy said, 'It's really good to
see you doing this,' and that made
mefeel good," she said.
Since the project began three
years ago, the amount of food colleered has grown substantially,
said Meehan. "In just the first canvassing, wecollectedasmuchfood
as we collected in two can vassings
last year," she said.
The Student Union has also
been collecting money that will
be used to buy a turkey and milk
for each family along with staple
foods such as cereal and peanut
butter, said Baldino. "Our fi rst
fund-raiserforFOCUSwasa raffle
during Homecoming weekend,"
she said.
Since then, the Student Union
hasraisedmoremoneybycollecting from each department in the
university, hosting senior happy
hours, putting jars in the Inn Between for money, and holding another raffle during parents weekend, Baldino said.
"It's nice to know that you're trying to help someone instead of just
sitting there," said Meehan.
On Saturday, Nov. 18, students
will deliver the food to the families. Last year: about 35 students
went down to St Agnes-our Lady
of Fatima in East Cleveland, the
church that locates t he needy
families.
A prayer service is held with
the families and then each family
is given five to six boxes of food,
depending on the size of the family, said Baldino.
"Seeing the expression on the
people's faces is more than words
can express," said Kovatch. "1can't
stress enough how glad I am to be
a part of this."
Baldino ad mi ts, though, that
delivering the food can bedifficult
emotiona 11 y.
"You have to drive some of the
food to houses with living conditions that are horrible, and they're
only 15 minutes away from here,"
Baldino said.
Volunteers are still needed to
collect food on Sunday and to deliver the food on Nov: 18, said
Meehan.lndividualsorgroupsare
needed to "adopt a family," which
involvesdonatingabout l5dollars
fora turkey and twogallonsof milk
for a specifidamiy. Anyone interested should contact the Student
Union at 397-4230.

BROWNS
continued from page 1
for the things that they need, not
the things that go above and beyond that," DeCarlo said. "! will
not cut money from another program so that these teams can go
on trips. ltisafringebenefit. Why
should lsacrificethegeneralwellbeing of the athletic department
for something these teams choose
to do?"
DeCarlo, who set up the contract with the Browns for the fund raising activities, said he thinks
that there are other viable ways
for these teams to make money.
"Over the years our teams have
been able to come up with other
ways of making money, such as
the baseball team , which sells
Christmas trees,' said DeCarlo.
"We might want to think about
doing such things as silent a uctionsand reverse raffles. It will be
harder, but it can be done."
JCU athletic organizations are
not theonlyones to suffer because
of the Browns' move to Baltimore.
Some Carroll students, many who
hold part-time jobs, stand 10 lose
from this, such as Senior Molly
Magovich.
Magovich, who has worked in
the Browns Ticket Office full-ume
fort he past five years, will befaced
w ith one of the biggest decisions
of her life at the end of the season.
She can remam with the Browns
and move to Baltimore, or leave
her $25,000-a-year job and stay in
Cleveland.
"This move to Baltimore has
made my future, both scholastically and with the organization,
unsure," said Magovich. "I pay for
100 percent of my tuition, and al-

continued from page 1
years. 'lt's the board'sdec1sion and
I'm comfortable with that."
Farrell said that he was glad it
was the Board's decision, but he
hopes there are no implicarions ,o
this ruling. "The Board is verycareful to consider each case separately," said Farrell.
"JPT did a very good job of presenting themselves. They pointed
w the fact that they were
contritious and they didn't have a
hell of a lot of control in it. There
was no forcing of alcohol," said
Farrell.

though I have enough money to
get through the spring semester, I
am not sure I will beabletopayfor
summer classes without the
Browns. I had always looked at
staying with the Browns after
graduation untillcouldgotograd
schooL Now, I don't know."
Magovich said that she, along
with the entire front office, has
been invited by Baltimore Browns
majority owner, Arthur B. Modell,
to stay on with the club in Baltimore.
If shedecidestomove,thefran-

chise will pay her moving costs
and help her find housing in the
area, she said.
"The Browns have been a big
part of my life, and I have been
able to meet a lot of wonderful
people,"saidMagovich "This news
is devastating to me, not only because weare losing this team,and
possibly my job, but because of
the loss of the people that has come
with it. I don't know what I'll do.
Things have been happening so
quick. Right now, lamjustnumb.
It is very sad."

Browns owners, JCU donors
James Aurlcchlo
Managing Editor

The CEO of Maryland Bank
ational Association (MBNA) is
Al Lerner who owns nine percent
of the Cleveland Browns. Lerner, a
Maryland native, has been one of
the major proponents for the
Browns'movefromCleveland ,OH,
to Baltimore,MD,according to The
Plain Dealer. In fact, some reports
have stated that Lerner helped to
bankroll the entire move.
The John Carroll University
connection?
Lerner, along with the majority owner of the Browns, Art
Modell, are major donors to JCU.
This past june, the Alumni association negotiated a deal with
MBNA for the licensing of JCU
credit cards to be sold to alumni
and students. In the deal, Carroll
received $30,000 up front and lS
guaranteed $100,000 toward
scholarships. Pete Bernardo, director of alumni affairs, has acknowledged rhat numerous
alumni have calted his office to
voice their displeasure with the

associat1on between Carroll and
Lerner.
"People are mad," Bernardo said.
"That's because we are working
with a company that is responsible for moving the Browns."
In effect, Carroll is financially
associated with the man who is
the major reason that Baltimore
could have an NFL team next fall,
while Cleveland Municipal Stadium will be empty for the first
time in 49 years.
"It is unfortunate," Bernardo
said. "But we are one of fl ve colleges in Cleveland who have this
deal, and it was made far before
there was any word of the Browns
moving."
Bernardo said he is not considenng ceasing any relations wi th
MBNA, or cutting short the fiVeyear deaL The University will receive ar least $70,000 more from
the Delaware-based bank over the
next five years.
MBNA currently employs over
45 Carroll alumni, and 17 1995

3

Bids for the Christmas Formal sold out after four and
one half days. The Student Union sold 360 bids in
record time compared to recent years. In fact, 20 additional bids were made available to some of the more
than 40 students who were placed on a waiting list for
additional bids. According to Senior Bridget Luby, one
of the chairpersons for the afffair, the waiting list has
been dosed, and the sale of bids has stopped at 380. No
more bids will be sold because the IX Center ballroom
can accommodate on! y 760 people, she said. "As much
as we'd like ro allow more people to attend the dance,
we can't," sa1d Luby. "There is limited seating, and we
just can't accommodate any more students."
More than 600 students joined m the Student Union's
"Raid on Student Aid" this week as they signed letters
and wrote personal notes to members of Congress. According to john Cranley, U president, the House of Representatives has passed a bill that could cut $11 billion
in student aid Students addressed letters to the Republican representatives of the House and asked them to
follow the lead of the Senate members and not cut student aid.
Th1s years j CU delegation ro theJU.S.T.C.E. convention
at Xavier University s ucceeded m leadmg the opposi tiOn to proposed changes in the charter o1 the orgam
zatwn. "The founders of JUS liCE wanted to make sur
jesuit ideals were preserved," said John Cra nley, SL
president. "I'm proud of this year's delegation Our campus founded jUSTICE, and we stopped them from
changing its entire mission."

jCU
graduates
were hired last • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
spring
alone.

to
tor
Brown who serves on the Board,
iustice was served. "The Board did
"ns JOb 1w1sh l could be more specific, but it was a closed hearing.
We arrived at the proper verdict,"
he said.
"We're ready to do what wealways have and resume activities.
It is our decision not to continue
pledging this semester," said
Homer.
Homer did not link the ceasing
of pledging to the incident, but he
did dte the time element. "We lost
a few weeks before the hearing and
there's just not enough time left
this semester," he said.

TU~

Guys want to get
crazy with 300 women?
Have we got a job for
you!
Club 11 48 needs male
entertainers and servers
for Cleveland's #1 all
male revue every
saturday night. Lots of
Lots of fun!
Club 1148 in the Flats
on the West Bank
575-QGOO
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TheSpaceShuttleColumbialandedinCapeCanaveraLFlaon
Sunday after a near record 16-day science mission which was
completed by seven astronauts. Columbia weighted a record
230,400 pounds when it landed making it the heaviest of any
returning shuttle. NASA will attempt to launch Atlantis Saturday for an eight-day mission at the Russian space station Mir.

.Due to recent questions regarding the safety of airbags for
cbJldren, federal safety officials will start a complete re-evaluation of the use of air bags and as well as testing procedures. The
agency is specifically focusing upon six crashes in which children,ages4 to9,ridinginthe front seat, were killed when the air
bag opened. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration says that the force of an air bag opening onto a child who is
unbelted or in a rear-facing child seat causes head and neck
injunes.
The people of Georgia voted Sunday for a Parliament and a
President, hoping this type of government would lead ro peace in
the troubled country. The leading contender is Eduard A.
Shevardnadze, 67, who currently holds the highest post in the
government as the chairman of the Parliament Shevardnadze Is
expected ro win the election in the country of 5.5 million. However, Shevardnadze received a strong contest from Dzhumber
Patiashvih who was a Communist boss In the former Soviet
Republic.
Israeli stocks droppea sharply after Saturday's assassination
of Yitzhak Rabin. The stocks dropped 3percentfollowing Rabin~
death. Brokers expect an even more dramatic reaction as Israel
feels the repercussions of the assassination economically as well
as politically. The benchmark Mishtantm index of the top 100
shares fell6.32 points or 3.32 percent. The Maof index of 25 issues
dropped 2.75 percent.

World Briefs were compiled by Annie Collopy, Assistant International News and Bwint:ss Editor.
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Israel mourns loss of leader
Law student charged with Rabin assassination
Amle Collopy
Asst. tnt. News and Business Editor

Israeli Prime Minister, Yitzhak
Rabin, was assassinated Saturday
in Tel Aviv. Rabin, 73, was shot after a peace rally where he joined
other participants in singing a
"song for peace."
Rabin, a controversial figure
among some Israelis due to peace
negot iations with the Palestinian
Liberation Organization, was the
first Israeli leader killed since the
founding of the state in 1948.
A law student has been arrested
in theslaying.Hewasidentified as
Yigal Amir, 27, a right-winged extremJst Israeli who opposes Israel's
peace efforts with the Palestinians
and the anticipated Nov.19 withdrawal from the West Bank
Israel was shocked that a fellow Jew killed Rabin.
Amirsaid thathisactionswere
justified byrabbinicalrulings that
permitjews to kill people who give
away parts of the Holy Land of
Israel.
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
was chosen by Cabinet members
as acting prime minister early
Sunday. Peres, 73, has served under Rabin since 1992 when the
Labor Party won the elections.
Rabin and his party have received criticism from right-wing
groups for peace negotiations with
Yasir Arafat, the leader of the Palestinian Liberation Organization.
Rabin and Arafat shared the
1994 Nobel Peace Prize for initiating the path towards peace talks

We'llHelpPutYouln Your
Own Business!
As a Northwestern Mutual agent, you can realize the dream of calling your own
shots, with no capon your earning!

You '11 get extensive training and a wide variety of
top-performing insurance and financial plans that
have consistently returned the highest dividends.
Plus, you '11 have the support ofthe tenth largest U.S.
life insurance firm in assets!

in the Middle East.
rae! and the Middle East.
Rabin's assassination comes
Rabin was respected throughduring a turbulent time for the out the world as a peacemaker by
Middle East. Not only was Israel
leaders such as Arafat, King
going to start to pull out of the
Hussein of jordan, and Pope john
Gaza Strip on Nov.l9, but Muslim
Paulll.
militants promise more violent
Viewed as a true crusader for
attacks against Israel. just last the cause of peace in the Middle
week, the Islamic jihad's leader East, Rabin worked to end the
Fat hi Shakaki was killed in Malta. bloodshed in his native land that
has existed since the creation of
Protesters from the militant
Israel.
group rallied against Israel, the
United States, and Rabin SaturIronically, Rabin once led
troops in 1967 which captured
day. Although the Muslim group
is not linked in anyway to Rabin's signi£icant Ar'ab territories. His
assassination, the group poses a current military strategy em phathreat to the impending with- sized economics and internadrawal of Israeli troops
from theGaza
Viewed by his peers as a true
Strip.
President
Bill Clinton crusader for the cause of
mourned for
Rabin Satur- peace in the Middle East,
day in a
speech from Rabin worked to end the
the Rose Garden at the bloodshed in his native land.
White House.
Clinton brought Rabinand Arafat
tiona! relations as well as rraditogether in 1993 in an historical
tiona l artillery issues.
On Sept. 13, 1993, Rabin exhandshake between the two leadtended his hand to his nemesis,
ers.
Clinton departed Sunday to atArafat, on the South Lawn of the
tend the funeral of Rabin.
White House. Rabin believed it
Rabin's death was mourned
was time to commit Israel to
peace. He also believed that it was
throughout Israel as well as in the
United States. Hundreds of thou- out of character of the Israeli
sandsof mourners filed by Rabin's people to keep people under subcoffin to pay final respects Sun- jugation.
day. Flags flew at half-mast
Rabin's assassination leaves Isthroughout Washington.
rael and the fragile peace process
ally;theJe s'h mmunity In he Ml die East quesr·onable.
Federation of Cleveland sponPeres faces an uphill battle, espesored an opencommunity gather- cially over the sensitive Golan
ing in memory of Rabin on MonHeights territory.
day at the Park Synagogue in
Rabin was willing to concede
Cleveland Heights.
with the Syrian front by giving
SallyWertheim,academicvice up Golan Heights with a provipresident of john Carroll, is the sion to maintain a security footpresident of the Jewish Commuhold on the plateau. However, this
nity Federation of Cleveland. brought negotiations to a staleWertheim attended Monday's
mate with the Syrian President
Hafez Assad.
community gathering of 2,000
people.
For now, Israel and the rest of
'Every speaker at the tribute
the world mourns the death of
deplores the type of rhetoric that
the peace-minded leader. He will
leads to that type of act,' said
be missed not only by Israelis, but
Wertheim.
the rest of the Middle East to
Clinton believes that Rabin was
whom he was a critical leader in
critical to the peace process in Isthe peace process.

Come talk to us! Listen to our story!

Financial Sales Career
Se111inar
Friday, November 17th,1995
3:00 to 5:00pm
The Cleveland Agency of the

Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Company
1801 Eact Ninth Street
Suite BOO
Cleveland, Ohio
RSVP required to Jean Dobrea (216) 241-.5840
Bring an interested friend or associate!

"Internship Programs Available"

2261 Warrensville Center
Rood

UniversityHeights, Ohio 44118
932-7550
Owned byMichael Day, JCU

AlumnU5
Rowers, Plants, Balloons
FTD lNire Service
100/o Discountfor CCl5h and Cony
Purcha5es wlJCU LD.
Four minute walkjrom campus.
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Workouts a valuable part New
of students' schedules
Physical fitness can help students
"workout" their problems
Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter

Thecardiovascularand weight
rooms in the Recplex are constantly busy places. They are frequently visited by john Carroll
University students who want to
exercise and work up a good sweat.
Students excercise for several
reasons other than just wanting to

This should be repeated three
times a week in order to notice a
change.
McPhillips also recommends
alternating the upper and lower
body and giving yourself one day's
rest between workouts.
An aerobic workout is very
important since it burns fat and
calories. The cardiovascularroom
has several
machines
available for
students to
use. There are
four treadmills, three
lifecycles,five
Stairmasters,
one Nordic
track, and two
ergometers
(rowing machines) available.
Several of
these exercise
machines
have fitness
tests
programmed
into them.
Forrhosewho
are not sure of
their fitness
level, it is rec-

set attainable, realistic goals," said
McPhillips.
Many students workout in order to relieve stress and forget
about all of the worries that go
along with school and other activities."Working out just takes an
hour a day to take my mind off
things," said senior Aaron BuhL
"It gives me more energy to do my
work and other important things
later on in the day."
Another common reason for
working out is to lose weight. Exercise must be combined with
watching what you eat. It is not
always necessary to go on a specific diet.
The rate at which weight is lost
depends on each person's specific
metabolism. Normally,mostof the
weight is lost at the very beginning of the process.
Exercising is the key to weight
loss. Weight will be lost when the
calories burned exceed the calories consumed. If losing weight is
a priority, then it is important to
be honest with yourself and set
attainable goals.
Working out may be more of a
priority for studentsdue to the food
in the cafeteria. "With cafeteria
food , you definitely need to workout," said freshman joe
Chernowski.

semce
director
In campus
. .
m1n1stry
Mary Prevlts

"From the first time 1 met her 1
knew she was the one for the job,"
Everyone has days where it said Caporella. "She is so enthusiseems as if there are a million astic!"
Si nee August, Ferguson has not
things to do. Besides the normal
class work, you have several meet- only been working with campus
ings and find yourself on the run ministry administrators, but also
with students. "Students come in
all day.
As you scurry down the hall of and out of my office all day, which
the Rec Plex from meeting room to l really enjoy," said Ferguson. "It is
meeting room, you most likely fun to sit down and talk with the
pass the campus ministry offices. students," she said. Peter J.
A quick glance in the office of Fenessey, SJ. is Ferguson's direcTasha Ferguson shows that you are tor,however,shesaid,'He basically
not the only one with a million lets me on my own. lf there is
something !want to try, I go for itl'
things to do.
Ferguson also works with stu
Ferguson works with campus
ministry as the new Coordinator dent coordinators of activities
such as the Ep1phany
Humanity Center,
"She is
enthusiastic." Habitat for Humanity,
and both Hunger
Cynthia Anne Caporella WeekandtheAppalachia trip m the spring.
Ferguson organizes
of Social justice and Volunteering these and other activities. "They
at john Carroll University and is help raise social justice awareness
andgivestudentstheopportunity
new to the campus this year. Of
ten she can be found in her office to make a difference," said
organizing various service Ferguson.
Anot her part of her job inc\udes
projects thatjCU students are inmaking a lot of phone can s to lovolved in. When Fe
Staff Reporter

so

volunteering along
to individual
that they use also be
the fitness health. It can decrease the risk of students or working on her mastest. This test hypertension and heart disease as ters degree in Religious Studies.
Ferguson grew up in Cleveland
will tell the well as help the body to feel more
Working out to lose weight should be ~;mJuit:u
Heights, Ohio and attended
energized.
individual
with good eating habits.
One thing to remember is that Wheelingjesuit College in Wheelthe level at
if
one
is sick, he or she should not ing, West Virginia. While pursukeep in shape, or to relieve stress which he/she should workout.
workout
This will only lessen the ing her degree in biologyat WheelOne of the main purposes of a
or to lose weight.
ing. she served in the student govbody's
defenses
against viruses.
workout
is
to
iucrease
heart
rate.
Working out doesn't always
ernment
and was president of the
Despite the busy schedules of
havetobeinaconfinedspacesuch It is important that the heart rate
service
group,
Students in Union.
asthecardiovascularroom. ltcan increases at a slow pace. ln order college students, working out is a
On
top
of
these
activities, she
priority
in
the
lives
of
many
stusimply be going for a walk or for a for the heart rate to increaseslowly,
wasalsoveryactive
in Wheeling's
must
exercise
jog around campus.
So
much, in fact,
campus
ministry.
In order to get the most out of a start off slowly
that
when
the
director
of campus
workout, it is important that one and gradually "Working out gives
more
ministry
at
Wheeling,
Michael
followacertainprocessandmain- increase to a
fax
f
romjCU
Ga
llion-Stierle,
got
a
faster
pace.
tain a certain schedule.
to do work and other aboutanopeninginjCU'scarnpus
To find out
Head athletic trainer Don
ministry, he immediately went
McPhillips recommends a warm yourmaximum
things
later
on
In
the
day."
looking for Ferguson.
up before starting. A warm up heart rate, take
Ferguson calledJCU about the
period should last between five the number
job
and set up an interview. On
Aaron Buhl
and ten minutes and should con- 220, subtract
the
day
of her interview; at 3 p.m.
sist of stretching the parts of the your age and
she
was
questioned before a panel
body that will be used during the multiply by 70
of
eight
people and by 4:30 p.m.
dents
at
JCU.
"I'm
not
in
high
percent.
The
heart
rate
during
a
exercise routine.
she
had
the
job.
When the workout begins, it is workout should only be about 70 school anymore and I'm not in
Cynthia
Anne Caporella, Diso
in
order
to
competitive
sports,
important to start off slowly and to 90 percent of the maximum.
rector
of
Music
and Liturgy in
stay
fit,
I
workout,"
said
freshman
McPhillips
stresses
the
imporgradually increase one's pace. For
those lifting weights, a slow start tance of starting off at a slow pace. Molly Sandquist. "It is also a great campus ministry, had confidence
in Ferguson from the beginning.
means one set of 15 repetitions. "Start slow, build upgradually,and stress release."
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·. PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

BeALL BIRTHRIGH

lAKEWOOD ClEVElAND

228-6998
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PARMA

661-6400

HOTUNE 1·800-550-M00
LogilltlcB ~ Colpolatloll,
1 third party logistics llrm

lllllilllded wllh CenlrBI Transport,
one

ot the

top ten common

Cll1ieiW In the counJry, Is saaklng Individuals in the Warren.
OH area to staH its support
operaliOIIS to GM Lordstown.
We have multiple entry-

level openings In Openlllons,
Loglstica Support. and Malerial
Folow-Up, wllh a vMely olshlftll
awlable. Hyou have a degree
In Busi're88, Transpolalia 1, or
Logistica. or haw experience
in operations supervision or

INderials elCp8dlllng. and wish lo

NEED SOME EXTRA CASH RJR

apply your education and

THOSE OVERPRICED BOOKS7

expeota1011aao 11111 ~a
a large manufactlling facility,

HOW ABOUT $2().$50 AVERAGE
PER NIGHT?

. . . . . 14

Call Tricia or 1tlike at,
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enjoyinghertimeatjCU.
loves
her job and said the best parris the
students who have been so helpful and enthusiastic.
The next time you glance in
Ferguson's office, don't hesitate to
stop by and say hello. Ferguson
enjoys meeting new people and no
matter how busy she is, her door is
always open.

Full/part-

WANf TO WORK IN A FUN
ATMOSPHERE?

time

HOW ABOUT THE FIATS7

opportunities

NEED A FLEXIBU: WORK SCHEDULE
WE'll. HELP YOU PIAN IT
WE WANT YOU AT,

!THE SP~~~rn;t.~~HOUSE
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APPLYINPERSON.AT 1231 MAINS!lU!ET.
ON THE WEST~ Of THE FIATS,
MONDAY THRU FlUDAY. FROM 2:004:00
P.M. ONLY. NO PHONE CAU.S

Flexible

schedule.
We offer some of the best
benefits in the industry.
Apply in person anytime at

2101 Richmond Rd.
464-6333

please IOtWard your resume
today. We oHer competitive
salary and beoefils, on-the-lOb
tralning, and lhe oppor1unlly to
advance wilhln a mullklvilllonS
transportation servk:et lirm.
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Israel mourns loss of leader
Law student charged with Rabin assassination
i

e

,

s

TheSpaceShuttleColumbialandedinCapeCanavera~Flaon

Sunday after a near record 16-day science mission which was
completed by seven astronauts. Columbia weighted a record
230,400 pounds when it landed making it the heaviest of any
returning shuttle. NASA will attempt to launch Atlantis Saturday for an eight-day mission at the Russian space station Mir:
Due to recent questions regarding the safety of airbags for
children, federal safety officials will start a complete re-evaluation of the use of air bags and as well as testing procedures. The
agency is specifically focusing upon six crashes in which chll·
dren,ages4 to9,ridinginthefronrseat, were killed when the air
bag opened. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration says that the force of an air bag opening onto a child who is
unbelted or in a rear-facing child seat causes head and neck
Injuries.
The people of Georgia voted Sunday for a Parliament and a
President, hoping this type of government would lead to peace in
the troubled country. The leading contender is Eduard A.
Shevardnadze, 67, who currently holds the highest post in the
government as the chairman of the Parliament Shevardnadze Is
expected to win the election in the country of 5.5 million. However, Shevardnadze received a strong contest from Dzhumber
Patiashvili who was a Communist boss in the former Soviet
Republic.
Israeli stocks dropped sharply after Saturday's assassination
of Yitzhak Rabin. The Stocks dropped 3 percent following Rabins
death. Brokers expect an even more dramatic reaction as Israel
feels the repercussions of the assassination econom ica II y as well
as politically. The benchmark Mishtanim index of the top 100
shares fell632 points or 332 percent TheMaof index of 25 issues
dropped 2.75 percent.

'"'rid Briefs wert: compiled by Annie Collopy. Assistant International News and Business Editor.

Annie Collopy
Asst. Int. News and Business Editor

Israeli Prime Minister, Yitzhak
Rabin, was assassinated Saturday
in Tel Aviv_ Rabin, 73, was shot after a peace rally where he joined
other participants in singing a
"song for peace."
Rabin, a controversial figure
among some Israelis due to peace
negotiations with the Palestinian
Liberation Organization, was the
first Israeli leader killed since the
founding of the state in 1948.
A law student has been arrested
in theslaying.He was identified as
Yigal Amir, 27, a right-winged extremist Israeli who opposes Israel's
peace efforts with the Palestinians
and the anticipated Nov.19 withdrawal from the West Bank.
Israel was shocked that a fellow jew killed Rabin.
Amirsaid that his actions were
justified by rabbinical rulings that
permitjewstokillpeoplewhogive
away pans of the Holy land of
Israel.
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
was chosen by Cabinet members
as acting prime minister early
Sunday. Peres, 73, has served under Rabin since 1992 when the
labor Party won the elections.
Rabin and his party have received criticism from right-wing
groups for peace negotiations with
Yasir Arafat, the leader of the Palestinian Liberation Organization.
Rabin and Arafat shared the
1994 Nobel Peace Prize for initiating the path towards peace talks

We'llHelpPutYouln Your
Own Business!
As a Northwestern Mutual agent, you can reali.ze the dream of calling your own
shots, with no capon your earning!

You'llgetextensive training and a wide variety of
top-performing insurance and financial plans that
have consistently returned the highest dividends.
Plus, you '11 have the support ofthe tenth largest U.S.
life insurance firm in assets!

in the Middle East.
rae! and the Middle East.
Rabin's assassination comes
Rabin was respected throughduring a turbulent time for the out the world as a peacemaker by
Middle East. Not only was Israel
leaders such as Arafat, King
going to start to pull out of the
Husseinofjordan,a nd Pope john
Gaza Strip on Nov.l9, but Muslim
Paul IL
militants promise more violent
Viewed as a true crusader for
attacks against Israel. just last
the cause of peace in the Middle
week, the Islamic jihad's leader East, Rabin worked to end the
bloodshed in his native land that
Fathi Shakaki was killed in Malta.
has existed since the creation of
Protesters from the militant
Israel.
group rallied against Israel, the
Ironically, Rabin once led
United States, and Rabin Saturday. Although the Muslim group
troops in 1967 which captured
is not linked in any way to Rabin's significant AI'ab territories. His
assassination, the group poses a current military strategy ern phathreat to the impending with- sized economics and internadrawal of Israeli troops
from the Gaza
Viewed by his peers as a true
Strip.
President
Bill Clinton crusader for the cause of
mourned for
Rabin Satur- peace in the Middle East,
day in a
end the
speech from Rabin worked
the Rose Garden at the bloodshed in his native land.
White House.
Clinton brought Rabin and Arafat
tiona! relations as well as traditogether in 1993 in an historical
tional artillery issues.
handshake between the two leadOn Sept. 13, 1993, Rabin exers.
tended his hand to his nemesis,
Clinton departed Sunday to atArafat, on the South Lawn of the
White House. Rabin believed it
tend the funeral of Rabin.
Rabin's death was mourned
was time to commit Israel to
throughout Israel as well as in the
peace. He also believed that it was
United States. Hundreds of thou- out of character of the Israeli
sandsof mourners filed by Rabin's
people to keep people under subcoffin to pay final respects Sun- jugation.
day. Flags flew at half-mast
Rabin'sassassination leaves Isthroughout Washington.
rael and the fragile peace process
Loca11y; thejewlsh Community In he Middle East questionable.
Federation of Cleveland spon- Peres faces an uphill battle, espesored anopencommunitygathercially over the sensitive Golan
ing in memory of Rabin on MonHeights territory.
day at the Park Synagogue in
Rabin was willing to concede
Cleveland Heights.
with the Syrian from by giving
SallyWertheim,academicvice up Golan Heights with a provipresident of john Carroll, is the sion to maintain a security footpresident of the jewish Commuhold on the plateau. However, this
nity Federation of Cleveland . brought negotiations to a staleWertheim attended Monday's
mate with the Syrian President
community gathering of 2,000
Hafez Assad.
people.
For now, Israel and the rest of
"Every speaker at the tribute
the world mourns the death of
deplores the type of rhetoric that
the peace-minded leader. He will
leads to that type of act,' said
be missed not only by Israelis,but
Wertheim.
the rest of the Middle East to
Clinton believes that Rabin was
whom he was a critical leader in
critical to the peace process in Isthe peace process.

Financial Sales Career
Se1I1inar

2267 Warrensville Center

Friday, November 17th, 1995
3:00 to 5:00pm
The Cleveland Agency of the

UniveJSityHeights, Ohio 44118

North western Mutual Life Insurance
Company
1801 Eact Ninth Street
Suite800
Cleveland, Ohio
RSVP required to Jean Dobrea (216) 241-5840
Bring an interested friend or associate!

"Internship Programs Available"

Road
932-7550

of students' schedules
Physical fitness can help students
"workout" their problems
Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter
Thecardiovascularand weight
rooms in the Recplex are constantly busy places. They are frequently visited by John Carroll
University students who want to
exercise and work up a good sweat
Students excercise for several
reasons other than just wanting to

Alumnus
Rowers, Plants, Balloons
FTD VVire Service
UJO/o Discountfor CClsh and Cony
Purcha5es w/JCU LD.
Four minute walkfrom campus.

This shou ld be repeated three
times a week in order to notice a
change.
McPhillips also recommends
alternating the upper and lower
bodyandgivingyourself one day's
rest between workouts.
An aerobic workout is very
important since it burns fat and
calories. The cardiovascular room
has several
machines
available for
students to
use. Thereare
four treadmills, three
lifecycles,five
Stairmasters,
one Nordic
track, and two
ergometers
(rowing machines) available.
Several of
these exercise
machines
have fitness
tests
programmed
into them.
Forthosewho
are not sure of
their fitness
level, it is rec -

set attainable, rea listie goals," said
McPhillips.
Many students workout in order to relieve stress and forget
about all of the worries that go
along with school and other activities. "Working out just takes an
hour a day to take my mind off
things," said senior Aaron Buhl.
"lt gives me more energy to do my
work and other important things
later on in the day."
Another common reason for
working out is to lose weight. Exercise must be combined with
watching what you eat. It is not
always necessary to go on a specific diet.
The rate at which weight is lost
depends on each person's specific
metabolism. Norrnally,mostof the
weight is lost at the very beginning of the process.
Exercising is the key to weight
loss. Weight will be lost when the
calories burned exceed the calories consumed. If losing wetght is
a priority, then it is important to
be honest with yourself and set
attainable goals.
Working out may be more of a
priority forst udentsd ue to the food
in the cafeteria. "With cafeteria
food, you definitely need to workout," said freshman joe
Chernowski.

New

serVIce
director
1ncampus
. .
m1n1stry
Mary Prevlts

"From the first time I met her 1
knew she was the one for the job,"
said Caporella. "She is so enthusiastic!"
Since August, Ferguson has not
only been working with campus
ministry administrators, but also
with students. "Students come in
and out of my office all day, which
I really enjoy," said Ferguson. "It is
fun to sit down and talk with the
students," she said. Peter j.
Fenessey, SJ is Ferguson's director, however,shesaid, 'He basically
lets me on my own. I£ there is
something 1want to try, Igo for ttl'
Ferguson also works with stu dent coordinators of activities
such as the Epiphany
Humanity Center,
"She is
enthusiastic." Habitat for Humanity,
and both Hunger
Cynthia Anne Caporella Week and the Appalachia tnpin the spring.
Ferguson organtzes
of Socialjustice and Volunteering these and other activities. "They
atjolm Carroll University and is help raise social justice awareness
new to the campus this year. Of- and give students the opportunity
ten she can be found in her office to make a difference," said
organizing various service Ferguson.
Anotherpartofherjobtncludes
projects thatjCU students are inmaklng a lot of phone calls to lo
volved in. When t"Pro11•.on

Steff Reporter
Everyone has days where it
seems as tf there are a million
things to do. Besides the normal
class work, you have several meet ings and find yourself on the run
all day.
As you scurry down the hall of
the Rec Plex from meeting room to
meeting room, you most likely
pass the campus ministry offices.
A quick glance in the office of
Tasha Ferguson shows that you are
not the only one with a million
things to do.
Ferguson works with campus
ministry as the new Coordinator

so

that they use also be neficial to individual found volunteering along
the fitness health. It can decrease the risk of students or working on her mastest. This test hypertension and heart disease as ters degree in Religious Studies.
FergusongrewupinCleveland
will tell the well as help the body to feel more
Working out to lose weight should be [;ULiule:a
Heights, Ohio and attended
energized.
individual
with good eating habits.
One thing to remern her is that Wheeling]esuit College in Wheelthe level at
if one is sick, he or she should not ing, West Virginia. While pursukeep in shape, or to relieve stress which he/she should workout.
One of the main purposes of a workout. This will only lessen the ingherdegree in biology at Wheelor to lose weight.
ing, she served in the student govworkout
is to increase heart rate. body's defenses against viruses.
Working out doesn't always
Despite the busy schedules of ernment and was president of the
havetobeinaconhnedspacesuch It is important that the heart rate
asthecardiovascularroom. ltcan increases at a slow pace. In order college students, working out is a service group, Students in Union.
On top of these activities, she
simply be going for a walk or for a for the heart rate to increase slowly, priority in the lives of many stuwasalsoveryactivein
Wheeling's
ust
exercise
rn
jog around campus.
campus
ministry.
So
much,
in fact,
In orderto get the most out of a start off slowly
that
when
the
director
of
campus
workout, it is important that one and gradually
"Working out gives
more ministry at Wheeling, Michael
follow a certain process and main- increase to a
Gallion-Stierle,got a faxfrom]CU
faster pace.
tain a certain schedule.
aboutanopeningin]CU'scampus
To find out energy to do work and other
Head athletic trainer Don
ministry, he immediately went
McPhillips recommends a warm your maximum
things
later
on
In
the
day."
looking for Ferguson.
up before starting. A warm up heart rate, take
Ferguson calledjCU about the
the
number
period should last between five
job
and set up an interview. On
Aaron Buhl
and ten minutes and should con- 220, subtract
the
day
of her interview, at 3 p.m.
sist of stretching the parts of the your age and
she
was
questioned before a panel
body that will be used during the multiply by 70
of
eight
people and by 4:30 p.m.
dents
at
JCU.
"I'm
not
in
high
percent.
The
heart
rate
during
a
exercise routine.
she
had
the
job.
When the workout begins, it is workout should only be about 70 school anymore and l'm not in
Cynthia
Anne Caporella, Dicompetitive
sports,
so
in
order
to
important to start off slowly and to 90 percent of the maximum.
rector
of
Music
and Liturgy in
stay
fit,
I
workout,"
said
freshman
McPhillips stresses the imporgradually increase one's pace. For
campus ministry, had confidence
those lifting weights, a slow start ta nee of starting off at a slow pace. Molly Sandquist. "It is also a great
in Ferguson from the beginning.
means one set of lS repetitions. "Stan slow, build upgradually,and stress release."

me

CAPTAIN TONY'S
Now Hiring Delivery Drivel'll
and 8erven!.

DINned byMichael Day, JCU
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Workouts a valuable part

to

Come talk to us! Listen to our story!
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Server and Delivery Driver
pot!ltiOill! are available
chuing the l i L and r .)L

Drlni'IIIDU!It have their own
tran!lpOI'tation and iruiUI'Bnce.

Hiring Immediately.
Call Tricla or :&like at,

661-8669

CIIING TO YOO

!lOf!lfl

~QQ~nQI@n $fJ!J11~®1/iJfJ;J.

RIOMTHE
ROCI AND ROLL
llllllfFME

-.. .,
11IEIIIIY

--.M

WANr TO WORK IN A FUN
ATMOSPHER.EI
HOW ABOl.Jf THE F!AT$7
NEED A FUX!BU: WORK SCHEDULE
WFU. HELP YOU PIAN IT

WE WANr YOU AT,

~E SP~~~IT!;'R~~HOUSE
TO BE HOSTS, BUSSERS AND SERVERS
APPI.Y lNPERSON. AT 1231 MAIN S'Il!EET,
ON ntE WesT III.N1( Of THE FLATS,
MONDAY nfRU FRIDAY, FROM 2:00-4:00

~

P.M. ONLY. NO PHONE CALlS

A

·. PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

BeALL BIRTHRIGH

LAKEWOOD CLEVElAND

22&-6998

486-2800

PARMA

661-6400

HOTUNE 1·800-550-4900
loglallc8 ~ ColpoiiiiiOII,
11 third party logistics llrm
allillaled wilh Central Transport,
one of the lop ten common

c:anlersln the counlly, Is seekIng Individual& in the warren.
OH area to staff Its support
op8fllliOIIS to GM l..ordstown.
We have multiple entry-

level openings In ()pefallons,
Logistics Support. and Malarial
Folaw-Up, wilh a vMely of shills
IMJIIable. If you have a~
In Busi1es8, TraiSjJOitaliou, or
Logi8tics. or have experience
In operations supervision or

I!IIDarialll upedltlng. and wlsh1o

NEED SOME EXTRA CASH FOR
THOSE OVERPRICED I!(X)KS7
HOW ABOl.Jf $2().$50 AVERAGE
PER NIGHT?

loves
enjoyinghertimeatJCU.
her job and said £he best part is the
students who have been so helpful and enthusiastic.
The next time you glance in
Ferguson's office, don't hesitate to
stop by and say hello. Ferguson
enjoys meeting new people and no
matter how busy she is, her door is
always open.

Full/parttime
opportunities
Flexible
schedule.
We offer some of the best
benefits in the industry.

Apply in person anytime at

2101 Richmond Rd.
464-6333

apply your education and
experience bNald lhe 8LWO'I of
a large manufactl.ring facility,
please forward your resume
today. We offer competitive
salary and benefits, on-the-job

training, 81d the oppor1unlty to
advenc9 wihln a multkiYislon8l
transportation services linn.
Please tend your IMUI'II8 to:

Loglatlca 11'181ghla
Corporation
P.O. Box 1247
W.rNn, Ill 4110110-1247
FAX: 810.755-5107
Equal Clppor1riy
~
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Three area coffee
houses rated
Marla Trlvlsanno

Ever wonder what ·happens
to the right s1de.of your,
brain, white the t~ ·
;;:;

'

.:

sk)e ls s~dylng?~;

It's sMnlcfngt

$2.00 (large); Cappuccino, $2.00
(small), $2.50 (large); Cafe Mocha,
$2.00 (small), $2.50 (large);
Cheesecake, $175.
Specialties· Coffee&: Creations
has a small section of gift baskets
and coffee-related birthday cards.
It also sells frozen yogurt, fat -free
bagels and muffins, pasta salad,
fruit plates, salad, and even Cleveland Indians t-shirts. Mints are
available on every table. Also, try
the chocolate volcano, a large
chocolate chip cookie that ts
topped with a pile of chocolate
mousse and dipped in chocolate.
Split it with three friends.
Taste/ Portion Rating: A
Borders Bookstore
Borders Bookstore is located in
La Place at the corner of Cedar
and Richmond Roads. The coffee

Staft Writer

Coffee houses are the rage right
now. FromCentralPerkonFriends
to the recent opening of several
new coffee houses in the john Carroll University area, people are
getting together to discuss politics, sports, philosophy and gossip over a cup of specialty Java.
How does one choose which
coffeehouse to patronize? Hoperullythe following guide will help
to make the choice a little easier.
Arabica
located at Fairmount Circle,
Arab ica is within walking distance of JCU. The atmosphere is
casual, and indoor/outdoor seating is available. Arabica is perfect
for buying that wake-up cup of
coffee in the morning or for quick
caffeine fix when
pulling an allnighter.
Prices: Espresso,
$1.90; Cappuccino,
$2.20; Cafe Mocha,
3 $2.35 (small), $2.85
(large); Cheesecake,
$2.95.
Specialties• Besides selling lunches,
ice cream and coffee
beans, Arabica has a

large selection of gift Arabica is very popular among JCU students.
baskets, tins, mugs,
grinders, t-shirts and even art- house is found inside the bookwork In add it ion, one can join the store, which is itself a great place
"lucky T mug club. After buying to browse. The atmosphere is casix beverages at regular price, the sualandslightlymoreintellectual
seventh beverage is a free 16 oz. than the previous two coffee
CliP .Qf ~Q ee or tea. or $1.00 off a houses.
Prices: Espresso, $L25 (small),
specialty rink. This card is valid
at all participatingArabica coffee $1.75 (large); Cappuccino $2.50;
Mocha au lait $2.25.
houses.
Specialties: A limited selection
Taste/Portion Rating: B+
pastries and bagels are sold, and
Coffee & Creations
Located at the corner of the drinks can be made with eiBrainard Road and Chagrin Bou- ther skim or whole milk In addilevard, Coffee&: Creations is great tion to the availability of reading
place for a late night conversation material, entertainment, such as
with some friends. The tables seat bands, poetry readings, and book
four to six people, and the coffee signings occur occasionally.
house features two levels of inTaste/Portion Rating: Bdoor/outdoor seating. A casual
homelike atmosphere is created
Editor's note: Last week's
in the winter with a real fireplace.
photoofBia!ey'sBagelShopon
People even enjoy playing Trivial
page 5 was taken by Marc
Pursuit while drinking coffee.
Schwarm.
Prices• Espresso, $L25 (small),

"
PRIVATE: UVES
·by NOel Coward

Nov. 21-Dec.

Mc:lcA.rntu

Feb. 20.Mar. 31

·THE AFRICAN COMPANY
PRESENTS RICHARD Ill
A new play by Carlyle Brown

THE LADY FROM THE SEA
by Henrik Ibsen
Mar. 26·April21

Corner Of Cedar C. Taylor
Cleveland Heighls
24hr info 321·4072.
Formerly Peobody's core·
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THE ENCHANTED MAZE
by Murphy Guyer
North American Premiere
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DRINK & SHOT SPECIALS

99C Happy Hour 4:00 Till 9:00PM
lletro Dance 10·00 TII12 •00AH

Jan. 23•Felt. 18

SATURDAy -·

PL.AY HOUSE IS CONV£N~Tl..Y

a..6cAT£D ON EAST 85TH STR£ET B£TV{£~N

£UCt.ID »>D CARNEGIE AV£NUES ·

BEST OF THE BLUES

FRANKIE STARR
18 & OVER 10PM SHOW
A"PLicE FORYOURFRAT.SORORrrY.

NEED

SPORT TEAM OR COMMITIEE PARTY'?

CALL US 321 - 4073
-----------No cover Monday thru Friday
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Tales of a closet 'G.I. Joe' fan
Andrea Tracy

'

Staff Reporter

Yes, horrible but true, every afternoon after school! would rush
home,rundownstairsand turn on
"G.Ijoe." I hid myself away from
the prying eyes of a society that
wouldshunan innocent little girl
who dared to gaze upon a man in
fatigues. I took all of "G.L joe's"
teachings to heart and secretly
wished that one day the characters would come to my school and
blast my math teacher for being a
Cobra spy.
My years as a closet "Gl Joe'
watcher are not the subject of this
commentary (although, I could
vent a lot about getting a Malibu
Barbie rather than the G.l.Joe Urban Assault Tank for Christmas).
The reason for this article is to
point out the shortcomings of
most children's shows today. I do
not mean to say that all of them
lack intell igible humor "Animaniacs" and "Gargoyles" are
very fun tO watch - but the research !did for this piece did leave
me lingering somewhere in the
veggie group.
When we were young, we had
cool cartoons like 'Super Friends,"
'Snorks," "Sm urfs," "He-man,' 'Shera,' and "G.L joe.' Today, children's
television is a barrage of moronic

Commentary

dinosaurs, power people and hitech animation with cheesy dialogue.
First, let's tackle the most obvious in the downward spiral of
children's television: Barney. In a
world where many believe that
children should be told the truth
about life - from sex at age 6 to
wNo, Virginia, there isn't a Santa
Claus" - should children be allowed to think that a big purple
dinosaur, carnivorous by nature,
is going to cavort with little children and not bend over and bite
Michael off at the torso?
What skills of life are thesechildren learning? If, in the future,
they start singing, "I love you, you
love me," to their bosses, I highly
doubt the boss is going to join in.

How about 'Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers?" let's see - bad
special effects, bad dubbing and
bad acting. The day l actually got
through one episode of it without
emptying my stomach, the show
ran a public service announcement that fighting was bad.
I will admit that some of our
shows were not the most intellectual things, but they were well
written and entertaining. After
school and Saturdays were what l
lived for. I would stay in my pajamas with feet until almost l p.m.
Now the shows have become boring and 'Bassmasters" takes over
at 11 a.m.
Some cartoons today have become politically correct, and they
preach about 'adult' topics. The
only topic I remember the Wonder Twins (from the 'Super
Friends') pondering, is whether a
block of ice and a woolly mammoth could stop bank robbers.
!guess what it all comes down
to is children's shows of today are
either trying to make children
grow up too fast, or make them
think that everything is going to
be "su perdeeduper."Our children's
shows may not have been politically correct, but at least they let
us be the one thing we were good
at being. kids.

CD Revievvs: Corrs, Knapsack
Andrew Schlegelmilch

CD. Most of these, such as •Along

Staff Reporter

with the Girls"and "Toss the Feathers· focus on the violin with pia no
accompaniment. Two variations of
~Erin Shore" serve as the opening
and closing pieces.

TheCorrs
Forgiven, Not Forgotten
(H3 /Lava Records)

.

With a spellbind ing vocal and
musical array, The Corrs share
their new creation, Forgiven, Not
Forgotten.The Corrs are a quartet
whichcombineinstrumentaland
pop sounds with a twist of Irish
traditionalism. Through stunning
and heartfelt chords, The Carr
family -Andrea,Jim, Sharon and
Caroline - drift from electric
melodies to simple instrumental
pieces and seem to touch on everything in between.
This is another installment in
the evolution of music. Songs like
"Someday" display a pop sound
with emphasis placed on the guitar and drum beat. "Secret life" is
vocally expressive while "Closer"
usesintricatepianoworkasafoundation for its beauty.
A good share of entirelyinstrumental pieces also show up on the

D SiY

wind of West Coast college radio
success right into obscurity and
hopefully regular daytime jobs.
The big question is whether the
band can survive on the mimicking talents of Shehan, whose vo-
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Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Poussin; Worhs on
Paper, Drawings from I he Collection of Her Majesry Queen
Elizabeth II,from Nov. 22,1995 to jan. 24,1996. The exhibition
mcludes65drawings by the French painter,and was organized to
celebrate the 400th birthday of Poussin's birth. The exhibition is
free and open to the public. Ca11421-7340 for more information.

The Death of Chione (1622-23) by Poussin.

CkvdandMU!t:umd An

Music
Agora Magic Promotions presents Bjork, with special guest
Goldie, at the Agora Theatre on Sunday, Nov.l2 at 8 p.m. Bjork is
touring in support of her latest Elektra release, Post. Tickets are
$16 in ad vance and $18day of show. They are now available at all
Ticketmaste r locations, the Agora Box Office, or by calling 2415555 to charge.

n

tothoseof Perry FarrellOane's Addiction).
Songssuch as "Cellophane• and
"Effortless" display simple threeor four- chord melodies.
Knapsack
"Casanova" and "Symmetry" inSilver Sweepsta fu:s
corporate creative and witty lyr(Alias Records)
ics to give the illusion of depth
and poetry.
However you look at it, Knaplong gone are the days when a sack are still just an average fun
college musician can swoon the band that may rise close to the top
girls and command the respect of in some obscure circles, but will
his friends by grabbing a guitar most likely descend back into
and starting in with, "I gave my mediocrity.
Every so often I worry that a
love a cherry..." It seems that
people need a little more than the band isgoingtoappearoutof their
sensitive musician playing the newfound fame and slap me with
sensitive love song. Welcome to the unfavorable review lgave them.
But if Knapsack is the "new thing"
the age of Knapsack
Lead vocalist Blair Shehan, in rock, I weep for the future.
drummer Colby Mancasola, gui+diliCS•CXCCllenl, )dUel • Jood,
taristjason Bokrosand bassist Rod
2dilcs-aftrose, ldloc·poor
Meyer seem to be riding on the

it through many college students'
strict weeding-out processes, it is
hard to deny the quality of this
group.

Man of La Mancha , presented by john Carroll Unive~lty's
Department of Communications, continues tomorrow (Friday,
Nov.lO) at 8 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium. Directed by james F. Beck,
assistant professor of communications, the musical concludes
Nov. ll. Tickets are $5 in advance and $7 at the door. Call3974428 for more information.

Film
The Case Western R~rve University Film Sociery presents
Kids (pictured below), tomorrow (Friday, Nov.lO) at 7 p.m., 9-30
p.m. and midnight. The critically acclaimed fil~, written ~ .
Harmony Korine and directed by larry Clark, 1S hatl~d ~ a
profoundly important and utterly compellmg masterpiece, by
Gavin Smith, of Film Comment.
The CWR U a!so presents Repo Man (1983), Sat~y. Nov.ll
at 7 and 9p.m .Directed by Alex Cox, thefllmstarsE~iliOEstevez
and Harry Dean Stanton. Admission is $4. For more mformation
call368-ciNE.
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Seasoned alums and new alums will glue you
"thumbnails" of their jobs and climbing
the career ladder•
Httomey Hob Maynard, new alumni president, will
moderate a panel of JCU's finest in human resources,
marketing, therapy, sports,
communications, law and teleuision.
You'll enjoy their mini-talks and haue a chance to
network infonnally ouer a soda.
Wedoaslay, Nov. 15, 1995
7:30kl9p.m
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Coming Attractions were wmpi!t:d by Karen ~brzut, en~er
tainment editor and Lani Assily, assistant entt:rtamment edt tor
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Three area coffee
houses rated
Marla Trlvlsanno

£verwonderwnothappens
to th~ right slde of your
brain, while the left
$ide is studying?

It's sMJlklngl
Give Jt some.exercise with ...

Staff Writer

Coffee houses are the rage right
now. From Central Perk on Friends
to the recent opening of several
newcoffeehousesin thejohnCarroll University area, people are
getting together to discuss politics, sports, philosophy and gossip over a cup of specialty java.
How does one choose which
coffeehouse to patronize? Hoperully the following guide will help
to make the choice a little easier.
Arabica
Located at Fairmount Circle,
Arabica is with in walking distance of JCU. The atmosphere is
casual, and indoor /outdoor seating is available. Arabica is perfect
for buying that wake-up cup of
coffee in the morning or for quick
caffeine fix when
pulling an allnighter.
Prices: Espresso,
$1.90; Cappuccino,
$2.20; Cafe Mocha,
"$2.35 (small),. $2.85
(large); Cheesecake,
$2.95.
Specia lties: Besides selling lunches,
ice cream and coffee
beans, Arabica has a

$2.00 (large); Cappuccino, $2.00
(small), $2.50 (large); Cafe Mocha,
$2.00 (small), $2.50 (large);
Cheesecake, $3.75.
Specialties: Coffee&:Creations
has a small section of gift baskets
and coffee-related birthday cards.
It also sells frozen yogurt, fat-free
bagels and muffins, pasta salad,
fruit plates, sa lad, and even Cleveland Indians t-shins. Mints are
available on every table. Also, try
the chocolate volcano, a large
chocolate chip cookie that is
topped with a pile of chocolate
mousse and dipped in chocolate.
Split it with three friends.
Taste / Portion Rating: A
Borders Bookstore
Borders Bookstore is located in
La Place at the corner of Cedar
and Richmond Roads. The coffee

largeselectionof gift Arabic a is very popular crnong JCU students.
baskets, tins, rn ugs,
grinders, t-shirts and even art- house is found inside the bookwork. In addition,one can join the store, which is itself a great place
"Lucky7"rnugclub. After buying to browse. The atmosphere is casix beverages at regular price, the sual andslightly more intellectual
seventh beverage is a free 16 oz. than the previous two coffee
Cl.l qf cQffee or tea. or $1.00 off a houses.
Prices: Espresso, $1.25 (sm all),
specialty drink This card is valid
at all participating Arabica coffee $1.75 (large); Cappuccino $2.50;
houses.
Mocha au lait $2.25.
Specialties: A limited selection
Taste/Portion Rating: B+
pastries and bagels are sold, and
Coffee &it Creations
Located at the corner of the drinks can be made with eiBrainard Road and Chagrin Bou- ther 5kim or whole milk In addilevard, Coffee& Creations is great tion to the availability of reading
place for a late night conversation material, entertainment, such as
with some £riends. The tables seat bands, poetry readings, and book
four to six people, and the coffee signings occur occasionally.
house features two levels of inTaste/Portion Rating: Bdoor/outdoor seating. A casual
homelike atmosphere is created
Editor's note: Last week's
in the winter with a realfireplace.
photo
ofBialey's Bagel Shop on
People even enjoy playing Trivial
page 5 was taken by Marc
Pursuit while drinking coffee.
Schwarm.
Prices: Espresso, $1.25 (small),

PRIVATE ,UVES

· by Noel Coward
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Tales of a closet 'G.I. Joe' fan
Andrea Tracy

How about 'Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers?' Let's see - bad
special effects, bad dubbing and
bad acting. The day I actually got
through one episode of it without
emptying my stomach, the show
ran a public service announcement that fighting was bad.
l will admit that some of our
shows were not the most intellectual things, but they were well
written and entertaining. After
'8
school and Saturdays were what I
lived for. I would stay in my pajamas with feet until almost l p.m.
dinosaurs, power people and hi- Now the shows have become bortech animation with cheesy dia- ing and 'Bassrnasters' takes over
at 11 a.m.
logue.
Some cartoons today have beFirst, let's tackle 1he most obvious in the downward spiral of come political! y correct, and they
children's television: Barney. In a preach about •adult' topics. The
world where many believe that only topic I remember the Wonchildren should be told the truth der Twins (from the ·s uper
about life- from sex at age 6 to Friends') pondering, is whether a
"No, Virginia, there isn't a Santa block of ice and a woolly mamClaus" - should children be al- moth could stop bank robbers.
I guess what it all comes down
lowed to think that a big purple
dinosaur, carnivorous by nature, to is children's shows of today are
is going to cavort with little chil- either trying to make children
dren and not bend over and bite grow up too fast, or make them
think that everything is going to
Michael off at the torso?
Whatskillsof life are thesechil- be "superdee d uper."Ourchildren's
dren learning? If, in th e future, shows may not have been politithey start singing, "! love you, you cally correct, but at least they let
love me," to their bosses, I highly us be the one thing we were good
doubt the boss is going to join in. at being: kids.
'

Staff Reporter

Yes, horrible but true, every afternoon after school! would rush
home,rundownstairsandturnon
"G.!Joe.' I hid myself away from
the prying eyes of a society that
would shun an innocent little girl
who dared to gaze upon a man in
fatigues. I took all of "G.L Joe's"
teachings to heart and secretly
wished that one day the characters would come to my school and
blast rn y math teacher for being a
Cobra spy.
My years as a closet 'G. I. joe'
watcher are not the subject of this
commentary (although, I cou ld
vent a lot about getting a Malibu
Barbie rather than the G.Ljoe Urban Assault Tank for Christmas).
The reason for this article is to
ooint out the shortcomings of
most children's shows today. I do
not mean to say that all of them
lack intelligible humor •Animaniacs"a nd "Gargoyles" are
very fun to watch - but the research ldid for this piece did leave
me lingering somewhere in the
veggie group.
When we were young, we had
cool cartoons like 'Super Friends,'
'Snorks,' "Srn urf s,' 'He-rnan,' 'Shera,' and 'GJ.joe.' Today, children's
television is a barrage of moronic

Commentary

CD Reviews: Corrs, Knapsack
Andrew Schlegelmilch
Staff Reporter

TheCorrs

Forgi vr:n, Not Forgotten
(143/Lava Records)

With a spellbinding vocal and
rnu5ical array, The Corrs share
their new creation, Forgiven, Not
Forgotten. The Corrs are a quartet
which combine instrumental and
pop sounds with a twist of Irish
traditionalism. Through stunning
and heartfelt chords, The Corr
family -Andrea,jim, Sharon and
Caroline - drift from electric
melodies to simple instrumental
pieces and seem to touch on everything in between.
This is another installment in
the evolution of rn usic. Songs like
"Someday" display a pop sound
with emphasis placed on the guitar and drum beat. "Secret Life" is
vocal! y expressive while "Closer"
uses intricate piano 'lmrkas a foundation for its beauty.
Agoodshareof entirely instrumental pieces also show up on the

CD. Most of these, such as· Along
with theGirls"and "Toss the Feathers" focus on the violin with piano
accompaniment Twovariationsof
"Erin Shore" serve as the opening
and closing pieces.
IUieForgiven y
it through rna ny college students'
strict weeding-out processes, it is
hard to deny the quality of this
group.

wind of West Coast college radio
success right into obscurity and
hopefully regular daytime jobs.
The big question is whether the
band can survive on the mimicking talents of Shehan, whose vo-

to those of Perry Farrell Qane'sAddiction).
Songssuch as "Cellophane"and
"Effortless" display simple threeor four- chord rnelod ies.
Knapsack
"Casanova" and "Symmetry" inSilver Sweepstakes
corporate creative and witty lyr(Alias Records)
ics to give the illusion of depth
and poetry.
However you look at it, KnapLong gone are the days when a sack are still just an average fun
college musician can swoon the band that mayrisecloseto the top
girls and command the respect of in some obscure circles, but will
his friends by grabbing a guitar most likely descend back into
and starting in with, "I gave my mediocrity.
Every so often I worry that a
love a cherry...• It seems that
people need a little more than the band is going to appear out of their
sensitive musician playing the newfound fame and slap me with
sensitive love song. Welcome to the unfavorable review Igave them.
But if Knapsack is the"new thing"
the age of Knapsack
Lead vocalist Blair Shehan, in rock, I weep for the future.
drummer Colby Mancasola, gui4ditcs•e.xccllcnt, 3dllct•good
taristjason Bokrosand bassist Rod
2 dbcs- -•oae. 1 due- poor
Meyer seem to be riding on the

Art
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Poussi n: Works on
Paper, Drawings from the Collection of Her Majesty Queen
Eliza beth Il,from Nov: 22,1995 to jan. 24,1996. The exhibttion
includes65drawings by the French painter, and was organized to
celebrate the 400th birthday of Poussin's birth. The exhibition is
free and open to the public. Call 421-7340 for more information.

The Death of Chione (1622-23) by Poussin.

Music
Agora Magic Promotions presents Bjork, with special guest
Goid.ie,at the Agora Theatre on Sunday, Nov: 12 at Bp.m. Bjork is
touring in support of her latest Elektra release, Post Tickets are
$16 in advance and $18 day of show. They are now available at all
Ticketmasler locations, the Agora Box: Office, or by calling 2415555 to charge.

Man of La Mancha, presented by john Carroll University's
Department of Communications, continues tomorrow (Friday,
Nov.IO)at8p.m. in Kulas Auditorium. Directed by james EBeck,
assistant professor of communications, the musical concludes
Nov: 11. Tickets are $5 in advance and $7 at the door. Call3974428 for more information.

Film
The Case Western Reserve University Film Society presents
Kids (pictured below), tomorrow (Friday, Nov.lO) at7 p.m., ~.30
p.m. and midnight The critically acclaimed fil~, w~itten ~ .
Harmony Korine and directed by larry <:lark, tS hatl:d
a
profoundly important and utterly compellmg masterptece, by
Gavin Smith, of Film Comment
The CWRU also presents Rr:po Man (1983),Saturday, Nov.ll
at 7 and 9 p.m. Directed by Alex Cox, the film stars Emilio Este~
and Harry Dean Stanton. Admission is $4. For more lnformauon
call368-CINE.
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Nov. 21-Dec.

Feb. 2G-Mar. 31

Corner Of Cedar iJ Taylor
Cleveland Heights

24hr Info 321·4072 _ ~

THE AFRICAN COMPANY
PRESENTS RICHARD Ill

THE LADY FROM THE SEA

A new play by Carlyle Brown

Mar. 26-April 21

by Henrik Ibsen

formerly Peabody's Cafe'
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THURSDAY-- DANCE,DANCE.DANCE

Jan. 2-Feb. 4

QUILTERS, A Musical
by Molly Newman &

THE ENCHANTED MAZE

Barbara Damcuhek ,

•••
...IAU
•A

DRINK & SHOT SPECIALS

Music & Lyri~5 by '

by Murphy Guyer
North Amfrican Premiere

larbai'Q ~· .H
Mar.~l .,l/

Jan. 23-Feb. 18 "
~

.:. ~~

TH£ CL.£V£1..1tND Pl.AY HOUSE IS CONV£NI£NTLY
L.OCAT£0 ON EAST 85TH STREET eETW£;~
· £UCt..ID AND CARNEGIE ~V£HU£S
•· · ~· · · ~!.
.
.·.~

99C Happy Hour 4•00 Tilt 9:00PH
~etro

Donee 10:00 Tltt 2•00AH

SATURDAY -- BEST or THE BLUES

FRANKIE STARR
18 & OVER IOPH SHOW
NEED APL.ACE fORYOURFRAT. SORORITY.
SPORT TEAH OR COHHITTEE PARTY?

CALL US 321 - 4073

-----------No Cover Hondoy thru Friday

~

JCU ALUMS TELL rr LIKE rr IS
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Seasoned alums and new alums will giue you
•thumbnails" of their jobs and climbing
the career ladder.
Httomey Bob Maynard, new alumni president, will
moderate a panel of JCU's finest in human resources,
marketing, therapy, sports,
communications, law and teleuision.
You'll enjoy their mini-talk:s and haue a chance to
network lnfonnally ouer a soda.
WEIM;day, Nov. 15, 1995
7:30~9p.m

DJ.I.miJanD 5b.JBi CerEr Cwfen2u: Fhon

Coming Attractions were compiled by Karen ~brzut, en!ertainment editor and Lani Assily, assistant entertatnment edttor
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Youth t o lead women's b-ball in '95-96
Kevin Baclvnan
Staff Reporter
With on ly seven returning
letterwinners from last year's 1312tearn.]ohn Carroll University's
women's basketball coach, Carol
Dugan. hopes her women's team
will use its youth and enthusiasm
to come out quickly and surprise
Ohio Athletic Conference teams.
The Streaks are ranked in the
middle of the pack m the preseason OAC polls, placing fifth in
t he Media poll and sixth in the
Coaches poll. Both polls were released at OAC Media Day in Columbus, Ohio.
Although Dugan recognizes
the lack of on-the-court experiencethat is returning,shesaid that
what the Streaks lost in talent they
will make up for with hustle and
determination
"We lost tons of talent, but 1
really believe that the heart of the
team is still in tact," Dugan said.

"We're real gutsy, and it's just a
matter of workmg together."
Dugan said that because the
team is so young, it is more cohesive and everyone is working towards a common goal. She will
look to captains Bridgette Moran
and Deana Bahhur to lead the
team.
"The chemistry is 1here, and
we're going to try and stay rea 1
positive," Dugan said. "There is a
lot of talent, but there is a lot of
work to be done."
The Streaks return two starters
to the floor, as they will look to
seniorpointguardMoranandjunior small forward Bridget jordan
to supply some of the offensive
firepower.jordan is the team's leadingreturningscorer. She averaged
9.7 points per game in 1994-95.
Moran scored 6.6 PPG and averaged 2.4 assists per game.
Dugan said theStreaks will also
count on junior center Bahhur, a

spot starter last year who will anchor a very inexperienced front
I me.
"Deana can eventually be very
dominant in the OAC," Dugan
said. "She's got speed in the post,
and she's very aggressive."
Junior Kim Hoffman will split
time between the off guard and
small forward positions. Injuries
kept her out of action for most of
last season , but Dugan thinks she
can contribute more to the team
this year.
Sophomore guard Kristen
Mihalic said that speed and outside shooting will be the Streaks'
strengths this year.
"I think we're going to be real
quick," Mihahc said. "We're not
real big, but we have a lot of good
shooters."
junior Megan Campbell
started the first five games last
season before a knee injury sidelined her as well. Dugan hopes

she will also rebound from injury.
"1 love her guts, and she has a
lotof heart," Dugan said . "The way
she rehabs says it all."
Dugan said the freshmen and
sophomores will have to step in
and produce because of the
Streaks' inexperience, but they
will be able to adapt quickly.
Sophomores Molly Brenlove,
Maggie O'Gara, Kristen Mihalic,
and freshmen Mary Clare
Vanecko, Ann Crowley and Erin
Biehle are expected to contribute.
"We have to expect things from
the younger players," Dugan said.
"I think we 'll have a nice
backcourt, and other teams will
have to earn what they geL"
The attitude might be the biggest plus for the Streaks this year,
said Hoffman.
"Everybody's working really
hard, and although it's early in the
season, there is a complete team
attitude," Hoffman said.

From the Gut

Just ask •Why?"
Randy Loeser
St aff Reporter

Sophomore Chris Marrapese
executes a lay-up in practice.

Volleyball reaches NCAAs Men's hoops seeks title with experience
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
If it looks like any member of
t hejoh n Carroll volleyball team is
daydreaming in class this week,
don't wake them, since their
dream season keeps on going.
Picked third in the Ohio Athletic Conference preseason
coaches' poll, the Streaks have exceeded all expectations, except
their own, in earning their third
consecutive bid tot he NCAA playoffs. But it wasn't easy.
"1 have to admit that lam pinching myself," said coach Gretchen
Weitbrccht "l was concerned at
!lmes rhac we wercn'c gcaing a
soltd look by theregwnalcommittee, so it was a relief to know that
there were people who looked at
the wins we had and the teams we
played."
JCU (25-11), the tour nament's
fourth seed, will open with top
seed and host school Kalamazoo
College (32-3). Conference ri val
Oh10 Northern or long time nem-

esis Calvin College could be the
Streaks' next opponent if they win
on Friday night.
Although they know they need
to beat Kalamazoo, playing ONU
or Calvin sits in the back of some
of the Streaks' minds.
"We all knowthatwecan'tlook
past Kalamazoo," said junior captam Katy Perrone. "If we get
through Friday, we have a real good
chance. Although I think we'd
like to play Calvin, we would like
to get revenge against ONU !who
beatjCUtwiceduringtheseason].'
None of the current players
havdaced Kala
· coWd
be m the Streaks be nefi L
"We really don't know a lot
about t his team, which is good
since we are focusing on getting
back to playing our type of game,"
said freshmen setter Leslie Dissel.
"We have high ex pectations for
this weekend."

Additional inform ation provided by the John Carroll Sports

Info rma tion Department.

Ruby Tuesday
Restaurant

Blue Streaks return ten Ietterwinners to '95-96 squad
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
When the Ohio Athletic Conference football coaches gathered
at their Media Day in August, they
all optimistically tabbed their
teams as ones that would take"the
next step."
However, their basketball
counterparts aren't looking at
their seasons with the same rosecolored glasses.
Never mind taking a step forward: t
'
lt
coaches are worried about fa lling
down the entire flight of stairs.
From listening to them, one gets
the idea that each team's coach
would ra ther be coaching someone else.
"It's probably a comb ination of
a lot of things," john Carroll Universi ty coach Mike Moran explained. "Maybe it's a little bit of
superstition because the last four
or five years neither the media qr
the coaches have picked the top
fi nisher. (Being picked first] is like
being labeled with a big X on your
back, and nobody likes to have
that."
The Blue Streaks were picked

to finish fourth in both the media
and coaches' polls.
John Carroll finished 13-12
overall with a 10-8 OAC record
last year, good enough for a fourth
place tie in the conference. Gone
areforwardsShannon Vickers and
David Tucker, and guard Steve
Mehalik.
"Experience shouldn't be a
problem, with this year's team returning 10 letter winners," said
Moran. "Our kids, now tha t they

have a realization of what it really
takes to be achampionship team."
Potentially, the starters should
be able to m atch up with any in
the league. Returning at center
will be senior Jeffrey Sesplankis.
1n his first ful l year as a starter last
season, Sesplankis averaged 14.9
points a nd 9.5 rebounds per game.
"The way he plays this year is
probably going to determine how
good of a team weare," Moran said.
"He has moreexperience than anyone. He should be one of the top
players in the OAC."
Slated at the power forward and
shoot ing guard positions are
sophomores Artie Taylor, who has

COMPANY PRESENTATION

November 14, 1995

CreatJobs!
CoodTimes!
We are currently seeking fun. outgoing
people to Join our service team. W• offer a
great work atmosphwe.steacly employment. flexlb.. schedul" and and clay-oM
benefits. We are accepting applications
for tM following positions:

Host
Waltstaft

OLDE, America' s Full Service Discount BrokerSM, is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the stock brokerage business.

Qualified college graduates who enter our4-12month
Securities Training Program will prepare for Series 7
licensing and receive a wealth of experience working
side-by-side with a successful stockbroker.
OLDE's COMPENSATION PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• AHractive base salarytlcommission payouts
• Comprehensive health plan £~vacation time
• 401K program

If you would like to succeed in the dynamic brokerage
industry, please aHend our presentation for more
information. All majors welcome.
Date:

Tuesday, November 14, 1995

Time: 8:00pm
PlAice: SB 1.20
In conjunction with John Carroll University's
Fmance Association.

Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24321 Chagrin Blvd. In
PavUCion c.nter Phone~2700

~OLDE

IXSCOUNTSTOCKBROKERS
MemberNYSEandSli'C
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traded in his trademark goggles
fora bald head and headband, and
Ryan Eskridge. Coming off the
bench last season, Taylor averaged
3.1 points and 2.0 re bounds.
Eskridge averaged 5.2 points and
started the final eight games of
the year.
"We're expecting some b ig
things o ut of h im !Taylor]," Moran
said. "He gives us some size and
athlf:;ticism. He's a guy !other
teams] can't slough off of."
n h d · ·
tions and praise for Eskridge.
"Ryan may be our all-around
best scorer," Mora n said. "He has
the ability to put !the ball] on the
floor and create shots for himself.
Also, he can hit the perimeter shot
very well."
Replacing Vickers at the small
forward slot will beJ J. Richardson,
a6-6juniorwhocould help rectify
many of the perimeter shooting
woes which afflicted t he tea m last
year.
"He could be one of the leading
scorers in the league," Moran said.
"He has such tremendous range.
He's the guy who can really keep
the other team honest. Last year
we had teams just pack it in on us
in a zone !defense]."
The Blue Streaks shot a league
low41 percentlastyear,including
28 percent from beyond the threepoint line.
Rounding out the star ters is
John Carroll's durable floor leader,
David Pfundstein, who led the
team in minutes played last year.
Moran went on to single out
Pfundstein as an example for his
teammates to follow.
"I've told this to the kids," Moran
said. "ll we had 10 other David
Plundstein's, we could start polishingthe (OAC)trophyrightnow.
He's so heady and he plays so hard.
It's to the point we take a lot of the
things he does for granted."
While the team's finish last
year may have been disappointing, Moran said the team learned
some valuable lessons.
"I hate to use us as an example,
but I look at the Hiram game [last
yearl when we totally domina ted
them [at john Carroll, 78-421."
Moran said. "Then !we go] to their
place and lose [84-71L And l've
seen it happen to other teams.
There's no guarantees.·

l havealwayshadrespectfor
a man who is willing to sacrifice the things he loves most to
make sure his family will be
take n care of and m ade financiallysecureforthe rest of their
lives. Such men are special
people because their legacies
stem from their commitment
to their familyaswellasto the
community they have lived in.
Whyisltthenthat I seem tO
be the only one who understands why former Clevelander
Art Modell moved this team?
While it's been four days
since Modell announced h is
plans to move the team to Bal-.
timore, the disbelief grows everyday. Many feel they have
been betrayed and backstabbed
by Uncle Art, and rightly so.
Clevelanders have supported
this team through almost every event, from the firing of
coach PaulBrown,terriblehead
coaches,even'M>rsedrafts,th.e
diminished skills of Bern ie
Kosar and even a 20 percent
increase in the price of tickets
last ')til'. The list could go on
and on.
While we all pat ourselves
onthebackforbelngsuchgreat
fans, we have to ask ourselves
one simple question: What
would I have done if I was in
the same situation as Modell?
While 1'M>uld like tO think
the answer is so simple, that I
would keep the team in Cleveland, I know
thecirThe leaders of the city of
Q eveland and thestateof Ohio,
all knew this wascomtng. Our
lack of effort gave Modell the
proper escape from people he
perceived didn't care one way
or another if he stayed or left.
What many fail to realize is
that Art Modell has been running this team with no money.

Modell was flat-out broke until h.e made the deal with. Baltimore, a deal which gave him
$50 milllon ln cash, a new$200
million, 70,000 seat s tadium , a
30-year, rem-free a greeme nt,
a nd double the revenue he received in Cleveland.
Givinghugebonusestosuch
players as Andre Rison and
Vinnie Testa verde put this man
tnano-winsiruation. He really
loved thiscity,itsfans,and this
team. It killed him to listen to
talk radio and hear people calling him cheap. Little did they
know that Modell's legacy was
going to be as a broke owner
w ith no title or respect, something that he was now faced
leaving his family to live with.
Thiswastoomuchforsuch
a proud man. He wanted his
family to be secure and his son
to have a job. He knows that no
one will ever hire his son, a
former drug addict with no
other job on his resume. He has
now given to them the one
thing that every man wants to
give to his family. Art Modell
will be considered a traitor in
Cleveland but a savior in Balrimore. Those people offered Art
Modell a way of having everything he ever wanted. It just
came at our expense.
The bottOm line is not only
money, and although it is hard
to find any other reason for the
move, it is also about respect, a
respect that An Modell has
been searching for during his
30
in th is city. While we

We all can caststonesar
Modell. He will forever be
Cleveland~ most hated person.

But deep down, I thinkmanyof
us 'M>Uld have made the same
decision, if not from the pure
business side, then to achieve a
respect from someone. It is just
too bad that respect now comes
from Baltimore.
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Football wins, heads into season finale
Steven Colaianni
Staff Reporter
A mix-up in the bus schedule
almost prevented thejoh n Carroll
University football team from
making the trip to Hiram, but it
arrived in a big way and left the
Terriers wishing that the Streaks
had stayed in University Heights.
Dominating the Terriers in
nearly every offensive category,
the Streaks bounced back from
last week's tie with Muskingum,
trouncing the Terriers, 33-7. The
Streaks outgained Hiram 348 to
116 in tota l yardage, with quarterback Nick Caserio doing most of
the offensive damage. A red-shirt
freshman, Caserio comple ted 21
of 29 pass attempts for 212 yards
a nd two touchdowns and ra n for
a nother score. Case rio threw only
one interception against Hiram,
opposed to his career-h igh four
pickoffs against Muskingum . "We
eli minated mistakes a nd did not
have any breakdow ns inside the

red zone," Caserio said. "We were
able to execute our game plan and
put our guys in the right spots.·
T he Blue Streaks' passing attack was com plernented by a solid
ground game that featured junior
fullback Chad Rankin , who
gained 78 of Carroll's 133 rushing
yards. Rankin also caught a
touchdown pass while Caserio
and jeff Kadlub scored the
Streaks' rushing touchdowns.
"[Overall] our kids played
pretty well," Coach Tony DeCarlo
said. "Our defense has gotten progressively better, and with the exception of the Muskingum game,
our offense has been putting a lot
of points on the board."
The Strea ks jumped out to a
20-0 lead w ith three to uchdowns
in the fi rs t q uarter and never
looked back The lo ne score for
the Terriers was a blocked punt in
the fourt h quarter that w as returned for a touchdow n.
It was the second week in a

row JCU held its opponent to
seven points. Thestarting defense
has not surrendered a touchdown
in four games. junior inside li nebacker ChrisAndersonattributed
the defensive success against
Hiram to a solid team efforL
"We had a total defensive effort ," Anderson said. "Our guys
up front controlled the line of
scrimmage. That makes things
easier for the whole defense."
Although jCU is out of the
race for the OAC crown, the season finale against BaldwinWallace this Saturday promises
to be an exciting contest.
"The fact of the matter is that
this is always a good game, regardless of the surrounding circumstances," said DeCarlo. Last
year JCU edged B-W 9-0. but as
DeCarlo p ut it, "Records do not
seem tomatterbecauseitisagarne
of pr ide. T he two schools have a
lot of fun with [the gamel a nd it
us ua ll y li ves up to expectations. •

Cross Country teams compete at Kent
Jonathan Kase
Better competitionof ten makes
a thletes perform better thernsel ves. T his was especial! y tr ue
for two members of the women's
a nd two members of the men's
c ross count ry teams this past
weeke nd.
For John Carroll. senior Tish
Kanaga placed fourth overall, a nd
sophomore Erin Greco finished
19th in the women's race. junior
Dave Frattare led the men, finish 14th , and
homore james

talented runners," said men's
coach, Don Stu pica.
Women's coach, Grove Jewett,
calle5! the meet a "corn petiti ve
practice" and said, "Tish ranagreat
race. It is a confide nce builder for
her going to regionals. •
"I just go in to be competitive,"
said Kanaga," a nd try to hang with
the front-runner."
Some of Car roll's run ners used
the weekend to recuperate and get
prepared for regionals.
"Some [people] were resting,'
said Kanaga. •The extremely cold

stead of the usual five miles long.
Van Dress found the length somewhat d1fferent than usual..
"This race was shorter. so we
weren 't all sure how to attack a
four mile race," said Van Dress.
"Most of us were used to a 3.1 mile
race in high school and five in
college. It helped us get ready for
regionals[thoughL Coach gave us
split t imes !for each mile! so we
knew where we should be."
As for the regionals, both teams
shoot for personal records as the1r
prima ry goals.

Running among Division-!
athletes at the Kent Invitational
provided good competition and
preparation for this weekend's race
in Michigan against the best Division-III runners in the region.
"We gained valuable experience running against better, more

lng. We warmed-up a lot more
than usual. You've got to stretc h
out all your muscles. [On a day
like that] it's not a matter of time
[when you finish] but of place
[comparatively,where youfinishL •
The race's le ngth w as also differe nt for the men, being four in-

to PR (record a personal best
and do o ur best," sa id Kan aga.
"The com peri tio n is going to
be pretty overwhelming, but the
better competition should make
our times better," said Van Dress.
"l'd like to crack the 28lminutel
barrier."

Sports Editor

15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sunday
20% discount on all food to all Carroll
students,
faculty, and staff except specials

Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint

Rolling Rock Draft Specials!
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and
dinner specials
kitchen closes at 11 p.m.
free parking at rear of the building

321-9356
Located in cedar Centl!r
13962 Cedar Road

Leslie Dlssel

Volleyball

The junior safety made two
interceptions, six tackles
and caused one fumble to
lead the John Carroll football team past Hiram, 33-7.
Bansley helped lead the Blue
Streak defense hold the
Terriers to three first downs
and I 16 yards of total
offense.

The freshman setter was
named to the second team
All-Ohio Athletic Conference volleyball squad as she
led JCU past Heidelberg
and Capital in the OAC
Tournament. Her first
selection onto the AII-OAC
team helped Carroll reach
iu third straight NCAA bid.
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Youth t o lead women's b-ball in '95- 96
Kevin Bachman
"We're real gutsy, and it's just a
Staff Reporter
matter of working together."
With only seven returning
Dugan sa id that because the
letterwinners from last year's 13- team is so young, it is more cohe12 team,john Carroll University's sive and everyone is working towomen's basketball coach, Carol wards a common goaL She will
Dugan, hopes her women's team look to captains Bridgette Moran
will use its youth and enthusiasm and Deana Bahhur to lead the
to come out quickly and surprise team.
Oh io Athletic Conference teams.
"The chemistry is there, and
The Streaks are ranked in the we're going to try and stay real
middle of the pack in the pre- positive." Dugan said. "There is a
season OAC polls, placing [if thin lot of talent, but there is a lot of
the Media poll and si xth in the work to be done."
Coaches pol l. Both polls we re reThe Streaks retu rn two starters
leased at OAC Media Day in Co- to the floor, as they will look to
lumbus, Ohio.
seniorpointguard Moran and junAlthough Dugan recognizes ior small forward Bridget jordan
the lack of on-the-court experi- to supply some of the offensive
encethatisreturning,shesaid that fi repower.Jordan istheteam'sleadwhattheStreaks lostintalemthey ing returning scorer. She averaged
will make up for with hustle and 9.7 points per game in 1994-95.
Moran scored 6.6 PPG and averdetermination.
"We lost tons of talent, but I aged 2.4 assists per game.
Dugan said the Streaks will also
really believe that the heart of the
team is still in tact," Dugan said. count on junior center Bahhur, a

spot starter last year who will anchor a very inexperienced front
line.
"Deana can eventually be very
dominant in the OAC," Dugan
said. "She's got speed in the post.
and she's very aggressive."
junior Kim Hoffman will split
time between the off guard and
small forward positions. Injuries
kept her out of action for most of
last season, but Dugan thinks she
can contribute more to the team
this year.
Sophomore guard Kristen
Mihalic said that speed and out side shooting will be the Streaks'
strengths this year.
"I think we're going to be real
quick," Mihahc said. "We're not
real big, but we have a lot of good
s hooters."
j unior Megan Ca mpbell
started the first five ga mes last
season before a knee injur y sidelined her as well. Dugan hopes

From the Gut

she will also rebound from injury.
"I love her guts, and she has a
lotof heart," Dugan said. "The way
she rehabs says it all."
Dugan said the freshmen and
sophomores will have to step in
and produce because of the
Streaks' inexperience, but they
will be able to adapt quickl y.
Sophomores Moll y Bre nlove,
Maggie O'Gara, Kristen Mihalic,
and freshmen Mary Clare
Vanecko, Ann Crowley and Erin
Biehle are expected to contribute.
"We have to expect things from
the younger players." Dugan said.
"I think we'll have a nice
backcourt. and other teams will
have to earn what they get."
The attitude might be the biggest plus for the Streaks this year,
said Hoff man.
"Everybody's worki ng really
hard,and although its early in the
season, there is a complete team
attitude." Hoff man said.

Just ask 'Why?"
Randy Loeaer

esis Calvin College could be the
Streaks' next opponent if they win
on Friday nigh t.
Although they k now they need
to beat Kalamazoo, playing ONU
or Calvin sits in the back of some
of the Streaks' minds.
"Weal! knowthatwecan't look
pas t Kala mazoo," said junior captain Katy Pe r ro ne. "If we get
through Friday, we have a rea !good
chance. Although I think we'd
like to play Calvin, we would like
to get revenge against ONU [who
beatjCUtwice during the seasonl'
None of the current players
havdacedKa~IIWQQ.. ·
1d
be in the Streaks benefit.
"We really don't know a lot
abo ut this team, wh ich is good
si nee we are focusing on getting
back to playing our type of game,"
said freshmen setter Leslie Dissel.
"We have high expectations for
this weekend."

Sophomore Chris Marrapese
executes a lay-up in practice.

Additional information provided by the john Carroll Sports

Information Department.

Ruby Tuesday
Restaurant

Blue Streaks return ten letterwinner.s to '95-96 squad
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
When the Ohio Athletic Con·
ference football coaches gathered
at their Media Day in August, they
all optimis tica lly tabbed t heir
teams as ones that would take "the
next step."
However, their bask etb all
counter parts are n't looking a t
their seasons with the same rosecolored glasses.
Never mind taking a step forward; th
• ask
n
coaches are worried about falling
down the entire flight of stairs.
From listening to them , one gets
the idea that each team's coach
would ra ther be coaching someone else.
"It's probably a combination of
a lot of things," john Carroll University coach Mike Moran explained. "Maybe it's a little bit of
superstition because the last four
or five years neither the media qr
the coaches have picked the top
finisher. [Being picked firstlis like
being labeled with a big X on your
back, and nobody likes to have
that"
The Blue Streaks were picked

to fi nish fourth in both the media
and coaches' polls.
Joh n Car roll finished 13-12
overa ll with a 10-8 OAC record
last year, good enough for a fourth
place tie in the conference. Gone
areforwardsShannon Vickersand
David Tucker, and gu ard Steve
Mehalik.
"Experie nce s hould n't be a
problem, with this year's team returning lO letter winners," said
Moran. "Our kids, now that they

.

have a realization of what it really
takes to be a championsh ip team."
Potentially, the starte rs should
be able to match up with any in
the league. Returning at center
will be senior jeffrey Sesplankis.
In his first full year as a starter last
season, Sesplankis averaged 14.9
points and 9.5 rebounds per game.
"The way he plays this year is
probably going to determine how
good of a team weare," Moransaid.
"He has more experience than anyone. He should be one of the top
players in the OAC"
Slated at the power forward and
shooting guard positions are
sophomores Artie Taylor, who has

CoMPANY PRESENTATION
November 14, 1995

CreatJobsl
CoodTimesl
We are currently seeking fun, outgoing
people to join our Mt"VIce team. We offer a
great work atmosphere, steady employ·
ment, flexible schedules and and day-one
benefits. We are accepting applications
for the following positions:

Host
Waltstaff

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount BrokerSM, is
looking for motivated people to estab !ish a career in
the s tock brokerage business,
Qualifiedcollegegraduateswhoenterour4-12month
Securities Training Program will prepare for Series 7
licensing and receive a wealth of experience working
side-by-side with a successful stockbroker.

OLDE's COMPENSATION PACKAGE INCLUDES:
• Attractive base salary £I commission payouts
• Comprehensive health plan etvacation time
• 401K program

If you would like to succeed in the dynamic brokerage
industry, please attend our presentation for more
information, All majors welcome.
Date: Tuesday, November14, 1995
Time: 8:00 pm
Place: SB 120
lnconjunctionwithJohnCarrollUniversity's
Finance Association.

Beachwood Ruby TUftdaY at 24321 Chagrin Blvd. In

Pavillion Center PhOM .-...2700

~OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
MemberN'ISEandSIPC

Modell was flat-out brd<c until he made the deal with BaltiIhavealwayshadrespcctfor more, a deal which gave him
a man who is willing to sacri- $50mi!Uonincash,a new$200
fice the things he loves most to million, 70,000 seat stadium , a
make sure his family will be 3D-year, rem-free agreement,
taken care of and made finan- and double the revenue hereciallysecureforthe restoftheir ceived in Cleveland.
Givinghugebonu.sestosuch
lives. Such men are special
people because their legacies players as Andre Rison and
stem from their commitment VinnieTestaverdeputthisman
totheirfamilyaswell as to the Ina no-win situation. He really
community they have lived in. loved this city, its fans, and this
Whyisitthenthatlseemto team.ltkilledhimtolistento
be the only one who under- talkradioandhearpeoplecall·
stands why formerClevelander ing him cheap. Little did they
Art Modell moved this team?
know that Modell's legacy was
While it's been four days going to be as a brol<e owner
since Modell announced his w ith no tide or respect, someplans to move the team to Bal-. thing that he was now faced
timore, the disbelief grows ev- leaving his family to live with.
eryday. Many feel they have
Thiswastoomuchforsuch
been betrayedand backstabbed a proud man. He wanted his
by Uncle Art, and rightly so. familytobesecureandhisson
Clevelanders have supported to have a job. He knows that no
this team through almost ev- one will ever hire his son, a
ery event, from the firing of former drug addict with no
coach Paul Brown. terrible head other job on his resume. He has
coaches,even\Wrsedrafts,the now given to them the one
diminished skills of Bernie thing that every man wants to
Kosar and even a 20 percent give to his family. Art Modell
increase in the price of tickers will be considered a traitor in
1ast year. The list could go on Cleveland but a savior in Baltiandon.
more. ThosepeopleofferedArt
While we all pat ourselves Modell a way of having everyonthebackforbeingsuchgreat thing he ever wanted. It just
fans, we have to ask ourselves came at our expense.
one simple question: What
The bottom line is not only
\Wuld I have done if I was in money, and although it is hard
to find any other reason for the
the same situation as Modell?
While l \Wuld like to think move, it is also about respect, a
the answer is so simple, that I respect that Art Modell has
would keep the team in Cleve· been searching for during his
land,lknowthat,
thecir· 30
inthiscity. Whilewe
Staff Reporter

Volleyball reaches NCAAs Men's hoops seeks title with experience
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
If it looks like any member of
thejoh n Carroll volleyball team is
daydreaming in class this week,
don't wake them , since their
dream season keeps on going
Picked thi rd in the Ohio Athletic Conference preseason
coaches' poll. the Streaks have exceeded all expectations, except
their own, in earning their third
consecutive btd to the NCAA playoffs. But it wasn't easy.
"1have toadm iuhat Iam pinching myself." said coach Gretc hen
Weitbrecht "I was concerned at
crmcs rhac we weren'r gerring a
solid look by the regional com mittee, so it was a relie£ to k now that
there were people who looked at
the wms we had a nd the teams we
played."
JCU (25-11), the tournament's
fou rth seed , will open with top
seed and host school Kala mazoo
College (32-3). Conference rival
Ohto Northern or long time nem-
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traded in h is trademark goggles
fora bald head and headband, and
Ryan Eskridge. Coming off the
bench last season,Taylor averaged
3.1 poi nt s and 2.0 rebounds.
Eskridge averaged 5.2 points and
started the final eight games of
the year.
"We're expecting so me bi g
things out of him [Taylor]," Moran
said. "He gives us some size and
a thl~tic ism.
He's a guy [other
teams] can't slough off of.•
ai 'l
tions and praise for Eskridge.
"Ryan may be our all-around
best scorer," Moran said. "He has
the ability to put [the ball] on the
floor and create shots for himself
Also, he can hit the perimeter shot
very well."
Replacing Vickers at the small
forward slot will beJJ. Richardson,
a6-6juniorwhocouldhelprectify
many of the perimeter shooting
woes which afflicted the team last
year.
"He could be one of the leading
scorers in the league," Moran said.
"He has such tremendous range.
He's the guy who can really keep
the other team honest. Last year
we had teams just pack it in on us
in a zone [defense]."
The Blue Streaks shot a league
low 41 percent last year, including
28 percent from beyond the threepoint line.
Rounding out the starters is
John Carroll's durable floor leader,
David Pfundstein, who led the
team in minutes played last year.
Moran went on to single out
Ffundstein as an example for his
teammates to follow.
"I've told this to the kids," Moran
said. "If we had 10 other David
Ffundstein's, we could start polishing the(OAC)trophy rightnow.
He'sso heady and he plays so hard.
It's to the point we take a lot of the
things he does for granted."
While the team's finish last
year may have been disappointing, Moran said the team learned
some valuable lessons.
"I hate to use us as an example,
but !look at the Hiram game [last
yearl when we totally dominated
them [at john Carroll, 78-42],"
Moran said. "Then [we go] to their
place and lose [84-71L And I've
seen it happen to other teams.
There's no guarantees."
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Football wins, heads into season finale
Steven Colaianni
Staff Reporter
A mix-up in the bus schedule
almost prevented thejohn Car roll
Universi t y foot ball team fr om
making the trip to Hiram, but it
ar rived in a big way and left the
Terriers wishing that the Streaks
had stayed in University Heights.
Dominating the Terriers in
nearly every offensive category,
the Streaks bounced back from
last week's tie with Muskingum ,
trounci ng the Terriers, 33-7. The
Streaks outgained Hiram 348 to
116 in total yardage, with quarterback Nick Caserio doing most of
the offensive damage. A red -shirt
freshman, Caserio completed 21
of 29 pass attempts for 212 yards
and two touchdowns and ran for
another score. Caseriothrewonly
one interception against Hiram,
opposed to his ca reer-high four
pickoffs agai nst Muskingum . "We
eli minated mistakes and did not
have an y breakdowns inside the

red zone," Caserio said. "We were
able toexecuteour game plan an d
put our guys in the right spots."
T he Blue Strea ks' passing attack wascomplemem ed by a solid
ground gam e that featured junior
fullback Chad Ra n kin, who
gained 78of Carroll's 133 rushing
yards. Rankin also caught a
touchdown pass while Caser io
and Jeff Kadlub scored the
Streaks' rushing touchdowns.
"[Overalll our kids played
pretty well," Coach Tony DeCarlo
said . "Our defense has gotten progressively better, and w ith the exception of the Muskingum game,
our offense has been putting a lot
of points on the boa rd ."
The Streaks jum ped out to a
20-0 lead with three touchdowns
in the firs t quarter and ne ver
looked back The lone score for
the Terr iers was a blocked punt in
the fourth quarter that was returned for a touchdown .
It was the second week in a

Cross Country teams compete at Kent
JonathanKaae
Sports Editor
Bettercompetition oftenmakes
athletes pe rform bette r themselves. This was especially true
for two members of the women's
and two members of the m en's
cross country tea ms this past
weekend.
For john Carroll, senior Tish
Kanaga placed fourth overall, and
sophomore Erin Greco fin ished
19th in the women's race. j unior
Dave Frattare led the men, finish14th, and
ore James

tale nted r un ners," said men's
coach, Don Stu pica .
Women's coach, Grove jewett ,
calle~ t he m eet a "competitive
practice"and said,"Tish ran a grea t
race. It is a confidence builder for
her goingto regionals."
"I just go in to be competitive,"
said Ka naga,"and tryto hangwit h
thefront-runner."
Some of Carroll's run ners used
the weekend torecupera tea nd get
prepared for regionals.
"Some [people! were resting,'
sa id Kanaga . 'The extremely cold

-----

The leaders of the city of
Oevelandand the state of Ohio,
all knew this wucoming. Our
lack of effort gave Modell the
proper escape from people he
perceived didn't care one way
or another if he sta}JD'J or left
What many fail to realize is
that Art Modell has been running this team with no money.

Weallc:mcastst<ones;atAI
Modell. He will forever be
Cleveland's most hated person.
Butdeepdown,l thinkmanyof
us would have made the same
decision, If not from the pure
business side, then to achieve a
respect from someone. It is just
too bad that respect nowcomes
from Baltimore.

row JCU held its opponent to
seven points. Thestaningdefense
has not surrendered a touchdown
in fou r games. Junior 1nside linebac.kerChris Anderson attributed
th e defens ive success aga i nst
Hira m to a solid tea m effort.
·we had a total defensive effort," Anderson said. "Our guys
up front controlled the li ne of
scrimmage. That makes things
easier for the w hole defense."
Although JCU is out of the
race for the OAC crown, the season finale against BaldwinWallace this Saturday promises
to be an exciting contest.
"The fact of the matter is that
this is always a good ga me, regardless of the s ur roundi ng c ir·
cumsta nces," sa id DeCarlo. Last
year j CU edged B-W 9-0, but as
DeCarlo put it, "Records do not
seemtomatter because it isa game
of pride. The two sc hools h ave a
Lot of fun with [the ga me I. and it
us ually lives up to expectations. •

Running among Division-1
athletes at the Kent Invitational
provided good competition a nd
preparationforthisweekend'srace
in Michigan against the best Divisian-III runners in the region.
"We gained valuable exper ience running against better, more

steadoft heusualflvem ileslong.
Van Dress found the length somewhat different than usual..
"T his race was shorter, so we
weren't all sure how to attack a
four mile race," said Van Dress.
"Mostofuswere usedtoa3.l mile
race in high school and five in
college. It helped us get ready for
regionals[though ~ Coach gave us
split times [for each mile] so we
knew w here we should be."
As fortheregionals,bothteams
shoot for personal records as their
primary goals.

lei.'i ti'Ot»-- 'l ·aMliNMtan-~

ing. We warmed-up a lot more
than usuaL You've got to stretc h
out all your m uscles. [On a day
like that] it's not a matter of time
[when you fin ish) but of place
[comparatively,whereyoufinishL"
The race's length was also different for the men , being four in-

-'!if!. . ........,~tttiia.p11Rff•

toPR[recordapersonalbesttime
and do o ur best," said Kanaga.
"The competition is going to
be pretty overwhelming. but the
better competition should make
our times better," said Van Dress.
"I'd like to crack the 28 [minute]
barrier."

15 cent wings Wednesdays and Sunday .
20% discount on all food to all Carroll
students,
faculty, and staff except specials

Guiness, Murphy's, Harp, Double
Diamond, Woodpecker Cider, and
Watney's by the pint and 1/2 pint

Rolling Rock Draft Specials!
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.- lunch and
dinner specials
kitchen closes at 11 p.m.
free parking at rear of the building

321-9356
Located in cedar Center
13962 Cedar Road

Leslie Dissel
VolleybaJI

The junior safety made two
interceptions, six tackles
and caused one fumble to
lead the John Carroll football team past Hiram, 33-7.
Bansley helped lead the Blue
Streak defense hold the
Terriers to three first downs
and I 16 yards of total
offense.

The freshman setter was
named to the second team
All-Ohio Athletic Conference volleyball squad as she
led JCU past Heidelberg
and Capital in the OAC
Tournament. Her first
selection onto the AII-OAC
team helped Carroll reach
its third straight NCAA bid.

---
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letters to the editor
Professor calls attention to racism of
Wahoo display

vacuum: see
the big picture
tJ'ODEu..'s
There have been, and always will be, probTRfHToR:
lems and things to complain about, cri.ticize,
.$E: Ft\llc..E.: .
and change here at john Carroll; yet, we must
~-c.. ,..~s
realize that JCU is not always what the real
world is like. This needs to be a concern that all
of us share.
JCU tends to be a vacuum, one that many get
sucked into. This is probably the case on many
college campuses, but that is not an excuse to
remain in oblivion. On the average, we need to
become more aware of the "real world."
A good place to start is with information
sources. Hopefully, there are those of us who will prove to be exceptions to the rule, but for most of us, when was the
Jast time any of us read a newspaper other than The Carroll News? (And not because you had to for a class.) When was
the last time you watched the local or national news? There's a slight chance that a few JCU students actually do these
things on a regular basis, but they cannot carry all of our weight when we graduate. We all need to be informed. It was
completely stunning to realize just how many people were still unaware of the assassination of Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin,even twodaysafterit happened,just this past weekend. We don't all need to turn into Dan Rather junkies,
but considering ourselves truly educated involves being aware of the society and world in which we operate.
For another example, how many of us voted on Election Day? Ot was Tuesday in case you didn't know:) Again, while
some of us put forth the effort to obtain an absentee ballot and vote (which actually takes less time than voting while
living at home), the majority of us probably did not. Politics aren't always fun, or everyone's favorite thing, but voting
is a right we all have and should not take for granted. City, state, and national election results will affect our lives in the
long run much more than will the prices at the Inn Between.
1t is time to put things into perspective. Take a look at the big picture. It's not that on-campus issues such as Marriott
· ,
g
,
a ness
e are petty or ummpon ant, lt s JUS t t at sometimes we tend to
get far too wrapped up in things like this, schoolwork, and campus life, and forget that we are members of a much larger
community than thejCU campus: the real world. Part of education is being able to see the big picture. Yes, this is college,
possibly the best four years of our lives, and with our classes and activities, we don't always have an abundance of time
to read The Plain Dealer or watch the news. But, we need to learn to make time, because it's not going to be any easier
once we graduate and begin our careers, families, etc.
Don't get sucked into the vacuum. Realize that there's more to life than justjCU. We lead a sheltered life here, but it
doesn't need to be that way. We are all smart enough to know that we cannot afford to.
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Browns headed east, but going nowhere

Good-bye Cleveland Browns. Good-bye Art
Modell. Good riddance.
Getting rid of the Browns is the best thing
that could ever happen
..--,.~,........------. to the city of Cleveland.
Just look at the past
Until this year, the
Browns were the
rY.Jmber one heart·
breaker, as far as
athletics are concerned, In the city.
The Giants beat the
Indians in 1954. The
Braves pitching beat
Jude Kllly
the Tribe in 1995.
Staff Reporter
Michael Jordan has
beaten the Cavaliers on several occasions.
But the Browns lost. They lost to JoiYI Elway
and the Denver Broncos in 1987. They also
lost because they could not hold on to the ball.
Today the Browns lose because they are

leaving Cleveland. They lose because Art Modell
is the majority owner of the team. They lose
because Art Modell wills them to lose.
Asked (any time prior to this week, basically)
about moving the Browns out of Cleveland,
Modell said he wanted to keep them here.
He is a liar.
Instead of confronting the citizens of
Cleveland and Berea (where the Browns'
practice facility is), employees of the Browns,
including several John Carroll athletic teams, he
took the back door to Baltimore, much like the
Colts did to Indianapolis.
Modell doesn't seem to be feeling the
reverberations of his actions. He is proud to
move the team to Baltimore. He is proud of
what he is getting. Modell is so dense that he
can't look past what he is gaining and what
Cleveland is losing. Modell is reaping financial
gains. Cleveland will be suffering a life·long love
loss. In fact, Modell thinks he has been helping
out Cleveland for years, remind1ng Northeast
Ohio citizens what he has done for them in the
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Carillon: same problems, different year
Recently the CN reported about troubles plaguing the
Carillon . Evident! y the Carillon staff is working with a
skeleton crew, a lack of equipment and problems with the
94-95 yearbook. I too had a skeleton crew, limited equipment and problems with the 93-94 yearbook (the one that

Michelle Duncan
Carillon Sports Editor,l99+95

Congratulations to contributors to Alcohol
Awareness Week

ate to make non-alcoholic mock-tails for the Smart Bar and
see students "party" together without beer It was equally
great to see all Tribe fans unitetocheeron the Indians in the
Wolf -n-Pot jacobs' Field, toseestudents affected by alcohol
come to recognize together the painful implications alcohol misuse can have in a beautifulluminariaceremonyand
to see the Wolf-n-Pot transformed into a coffeehouse with
live music by jerry Hayes.
It was great to see that Carroll students are willing to
come together on an important issue, recognizing it is
possible to have fun without alcohol.
Kate Robinson
Class of 1998

I would like to applaud the effort of the office of Residence life ,especially Eleanor Finger and Donna Byrnes for
the "People are People" presentations on October I8 and 19.
It is encouraging to see that the subject of homophobia
is finally being addressed on this campus in an in-depth
manner The "Making the Ally Connection" program
worked to further the education of the students here on
campus. I applaud my fellow students as well. It was
encouraging to see over 55 students at each presentation.
As awareness is raised, the negative attitudes of
homophobia and issuessurroundingsexualityon this campus become more positive. Many people struggle with
these issues. That is why it is important that presentations
such as "Homophobia 101" and "Making the Ally Connection • will continue to dispel the myths and minimize ignorance on campus.
Maury Petrak, Jr.
Class of 1996

Congratulations to Mary jude Detesco, Lisa Heckman
and other contributors to Alcohol Awareness Week!
Over 150 students pledged to refrain from drinking for
two weekends, quite a commitment considering one of the
two was the pre-Halloween weekend . Even those who
didn't sign the contract attended the diverse activities of
Alcohol Awareness Week.
It was great to see the sororities and fraternities cooper-
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past, by giving up parking spaces for the Rock-NRoll Hall of Fame and boasting of how he stood
back and let the Cavaliers and Indians have their
way downtown. How selfless of you Art. I'm sure
you probably let the Indians clinch the American
League Pennant this season, too. Afterall, you
haven't been able to bring a Super Bowl Champion to Cleveland since you have owned the
Browns. I'm sure you helped them do it, you and
your selflessness.
Question: What have you really done lately?
Answer: Take away a Cleveland tradition and a
symbol of the city. For this, Art Modell will
always be remembered and for nothing else.
Fans of the Browns, all of football and other
interested observers, be thankful that the
Browns are leaving town because when they
leave, the biggest loser- and traitor- in sports
will be going with them. And as long as Art
Modell is at the helm of the Browns,.or whatever
that team that is moving east will be, they won't
just be getting out of Cleveland, they will be
going nowhere.
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Homophobia finally addressed on campus

Graphics

m I s s: Art Modell and the ''Baltimore Browns." HIT: Man ofLa Mancha and its excellent set. m i s s: The
overpowering heat in the weight room. HIT: Some students testing the new phone course registration
system. HIT /m I s s: Snow in November! Skiers have hope for a nice, snowy winter. But, it is a little early
as far as everyone else is concerned.m I s s: People still walking across the Quad, wrecking the grass.
HIT: Entertainment in the Atrium last Friday during lunch. m I s s: The continuous lack of salt shakers in
the dining hall. HIT: The women's volleyball team receiving a berth to the NCAA playoffs for the third
consecutive year. HIT: The sailing team qualifying for nationals.

commentary:

-

TheCarrollNews

As many other supporters of the great American pastime do, I hope for the very best for the Cleveland baseball
team called the Indians, even though their name is a panethnic identification that inappropriate! y draws forth various stereotypes and historical misrepresentations. However, the chosen and commodified logo of the team, called
"Wahoo" and sometimes "Chief Wahoo," remains a racebased, negatively-portrayed image of a savage, grinning
"Indian" that in no way resembles any living or historical
Native American. It is unambiguous symbolic racism.
Many individuals atJCU equate support and display of
this "mascot" logo with a perverse sort of "patriotic" support for the baseball team, and ultimately the city of Cleveland and even the American way of life. This is certainly
their prerogative. However, I observed the racist symbol in
the form of a small flag flying under the United States flag
on the central flagpole of JCU. This appears to give institutional legitimation to such racism.
I do not have any knowledge of how this flag came to
such a position, nor do I make it a personal request to
administrators who may not have been aware of its meanings or shared in its display to take it down or make a
justification. However, both because of my own Native
American background (Lakota-Sioux) and my main subject areas in sociology (race, ethnicity, cultural domination), I find it necessary to draw your attention to JCU's
potential contribution to the perpetuation of negative stereotypes and underlying symbolic racism.
!remain an engaged faculty member at this jesuit institute of higher learning that so often stands for social justice. Lakota say: 0-Mitakuye Q-wasin (We are all related).

was censored). As sporrs editor, I contributed to what I
believe is a wonderful yearbook. Too bad the process is
being criticized by the new staff, who has no idea what we
went through.
Casey Yandek commented on the "mess• and clean-up
process. Did they contact anyone from last year's staff to
help them through the transit ion? If you're not sure what
you have, ask. Michelle Collodi or I would have helped.
In regards to having only one camera, imagine trying to
photograph 18 varsity sports with one camera and hope to
God the lens doesn't fall off again. Regardless. when you
look at the sports pages, you'll be surprised to see how good
it looks. I received help from Chris Wenzler. the Sports
Information Director, and those associated with sports.
I personally cannot speak about the business problems
over the year. !did my best over the summer totakecareof
any business transactions.
Last year's Carillon was undertaken after the censorship incident. For Yandek to state, "No one from last year's
yearbook wants to have anything to do with the Carillon,"
is a misrepresentation of the 94-95 yearbook and those
who continued working with that edition.
I am sorry to hear about the problems the young staff
must face. I can only hope that the arricle will generate
support from the administration and students. When all is
said and done I hope this yearbook staff will be reminded
of the good that came from what went into the 95-96
yearbook. May the 94-95 yearbook be judged on the merit
of its work, and not on the controversy surrounding it.
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letters to the editor
Professor calls attention to racism of
Wahoo display

Avoid the
vacuum: see
the big picture
t-1' 0 t> E u...'s
There have been, and always will be, probTRAollo~
lems and things to complain about, criticize,
.SEP.Vlc..E..· .
and change here at john Carroll; yet, we must
eat.. ~~~s
realize that JCU is not always what the real
world is like. This needs to be a concern that all
of us share.
JCU tends to be a vacuum, one that many get
sucked into. This is probably the case on many
college campuses, but that is not an excuse to
remain in oblivion. On the average, we need to
become more aware of the "real world."
A good place to start is with information
sources. Hopefully, there are those of us who will prove to be exceptions to the rule, but for most of us, when was the
last time any of us read a newspaper other than The Carroll News? (And not because you had to for a class.) When was
the last time you watched the local or national news? There's a slight chance that a few JCU students actually do these
things on a regular basis, but they cannot carry all of our weight when we graduate. We all need to be informed. It was
completely stunning to realize just how many people were still unaware of the assassination of Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin, even twodaysafterit happened,just this past weekend. Wedon'tall need to turn into Dan Rather junkies,
but considering ourselves truly educated involves being aware of the society and world in which we operate.
For another example, how many of us voted on Election Day? Cit was Tuesday in case you didn't know.) Again, while
some of us put forth the effort to obtain an absentee ballot and vote (which actually takes less time than voting while
living at home), the majority of us probably did not Politics aren't always fun, or everyone's favorite thing, but voting
is a right we all have and should not take for gra nted. City, state, and national election results will affect our lives in the
long run much more than will the prices at the Inn Between.
It is time to put things into perspective. Take a look at the big picture. It's not that on-campus issues such as Marriott
e are petty or ummportam, Its JUSt r at sometimes we tend to
· ,
g
,
r n ss
get far too wrapped up in things like this, schoolwork, and campus life, and forget that we are members of am uch larger
community than theJCU campus: the real world. Part of education is beingabletosee the big picture. Yes, this is college,
possibly the best four years of our lives, and with our classes and activities, we don't always have an abundance of time
to read The Plain Dealer or watch the news. But, we need to learn to make time, because it's not going to be any easier
once we graduate and begin our careers, families, etc.
Don't get sucked into the vacuum. Realize that there's more to life than just]CU. We lead a sheltered life here, but it
doesn't need to be that way. We are all smart enough to know that we cannot afford to.
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leaving Cleveland. They lose because Art Modell
Is the majority owner of the team. They lose
because Art Modell wills them to lose.
Asked (any time prior to this week, basically)
about moving the Browns out of Cleveland,
Modell said he wanted to keep them here.
He Is a liar.
Instead of confronting the citizens of
Cleveland and Berea (where the Browns'
practice facility Is), employees of the Browns,
including several John Carroll athletic teams, he
took the back door to Baltimore, much like the
Colts did to Indianapolis.
Modell doesn't seem to be feeling the
reverberations of his actions. He is proud to
move the team to Baltimore. He is proud of
what he is getting. Modell is so dense that he
can't look past what he is gaining and what
Cleveland is losing. Modell is reaping financial
gains. Cleveland will be suffering a life-long love
loss. In fact, Modell thinks he has been helping
out Cleveland for years, reminding Northeast
Ohio citizens what he has done for them in the
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Congratulations to contributors to Alcohol
Awareness Week
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Assistant Professor of Sociology
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carillon: same problems, different year
Recently the CN reported about troubles plaguing the
Cari !!on . Evident! y the Carillon staff is working with a
skeleton crew, a lack of equipment and problems with the
94-95 yearbook. I too had a skeleton crew, limited equipment and problems with the 93-94 yearbook (the one that

ate to make non-alcoholic mock-rails for the Smart Bar and
see students "party" together without beer. lt was equally
great to see all Tribe fans unite tocheeron the Indians in the
Wolf-n-Potjacobs'Field, to see students affected byalcohol
come to recognize together the painful implications alcohol misusecanhaveina beautifulluminariaceremonyand
to see the Wolf -n-Pot transfor med into a coffeehouse with
live music by Jerry Hayes.
It was great to see that Carroll students are willing to
come together on an important issue, recognizing it is
possible to have fun without alcohol.
Kate Robinson
Class of 1998

...

I would like to applaud the effort of the office of Residence Life ,especially Eleanor Finger and Donna Byrnes for
the "People are People"presentationson October 18 and 19.
It is encouraging to see that the subjec1 of homophobia
is finally being addressed on this campus in an in-depth
manner The "Making the Ally Connection• program
worked to further the education of the students here on
campus. I applaud my fellow studems as well . It was
encouraging to see over 55 students at each presentation
As awareness is raised, the negative altitudes of
homophobia and issuessurroundingsexualityon this campus become more positive. Many people struggle with
these issues. That is why it is important that presentations
such as "Homophobia 101" and "Making the Ally Connection" will continue to dispel the myths and mimmize ignorance on campus.
Maury Petra k, Jr.
Class of 1996

Congratulations to Mary jude Detesco, Lisa Heckman
and other contributors to Alcohol Awareness Weeki
Over 150 students pledged to refrain from drinking for
two weekends, quite a commitment considering one of the
two was the pre-Halloween weekend. Even those who
didn't sign the contract attended the diverse activities of
Alcohol Awareness Week.
It was great to see the sororities and fraternities cooper-
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Doug Skoglln

past, by giving up parking spaces for the Rock-NRoll Hall of Fame and boasting of how he stood
back and let the Cavaliers and Indians have their
way downtown. How selfless of you Art. I'm sure
you probably let the Indians clinch the American
League Pennant this season, too. Afterall, you
haven't been able to bring a Super Bowl Champion to Cleveland since you have owned the
Browns. I'm sure you helped them do it, you and
your selflessness.
Question: What have you really done lately?
Answer: Take away a Cleveland tradition and a
symbol of the city. For this, Art Modell will
always be remembered and for nothing else.
Fans of the Browns, all of football and other
interested observers, be thankful that the
Browns are leaving town because when they
leave, the biggest loser- and traitor- in sports
will be going with them. And as long as Art
Modell is at the helm of the Browns, or whatever
that team that is moving east will be, they won't
just be getting out of Cleveland, they will be
going nowhere.

Kate Newmeyer
Class of 1998

Homophobia finally addressed on campus

Steasy Zeler
Den Rich

Browns headed east, but going nowhere

Good-bye Cleveland Browns. Good-bye Art
Modell. Good riddance.
Getting rid of the Browns is the best thing
that could ever happen
r---~----, to the city of Cleveland.
Just look at the past.
Until this year, the
Browns were the
number one heart·
breaker, as far as
athletics are concerned, in the city.
The Giants beat the
Indians in 1954. The
Braves pitching beat
the Tribe in 1995.
Michael Jordan has
beaten the Cavaliers on several occasions.
But the Browns lost. They lost to Jom Elway
and the Denver Broncos in 1987. They also
lost because they could not hold on to the ball.
Today the Browns lose because they are
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was censored). As sports editor, I contributed to what I
believe is a wonderful yearbook. Too bad the process is
being criticized by the new staff, who has no idea what we
went through.
Casey Yandek commented on the "mess· and clean-up
process. Did they contact anyo ne from last year's staff to
help them through the transition? If you're not sure what
you have, ask. Michelle Collodi or I would have helped.
ln regards to having on! y one camera, imagine trying to
photograph 18 varsity sports with one camera and hope to
God the lens doesn't fall off again. Regardless. when you
look at the sports pages, you'll be surprised to see how good
it looks. I received help from Chris Wenzler, the Sports
Information Director, and those associated with sports.
I personally cannot speak about the business problems
overthe year. ldid my best overrhesummerro take care of
any business transactions.
Last year's Carillon was undertaken after the censorship incident. For Yandek to state, "No one from last year's
yearbook wants to have anything to do with the Carillon,"
is a misrepresentation of the 94-95 yearbook and those
who continued working with that edition.
I am sorry to hear about the problems the young staff
must face. I can only hope that the article will generate
support from theadministration and students. When all is
said and done l hope this yearbook staff will be reminded
of the good that came from what went into the 95-96
yearbook. May the 94-95 yearbook be judged on the merit
of its work, and not on the controversy surrounding it.

Graphics

m I s s: Art Modell and the ''Baltimore Browns." HIT: Man ofLa Mancha and its excellent set. m i s s: The
overpowering heat in the weight room. HIT: Some students testing the new phone course registration
system. HIT /m I s s: Snow in November! Skiers have hope for a nice, snowy winter. But, it is a little early
as far as everyone else is concerned.m I s s: People still walking across the Quad, wrecking the grass.
HIT: Entertainment in the Atrium last Friday during lunch. m I s s: The continuous lack of salt shakers in
the dining hall. HIT: The women's volleyball team receiving a berth to the NCAA playoffs for the third
consecutive year. HIT: The sailing team qualifying for nationals.
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As many other supporters of the great American pastime do, I hope for the very best for the Cleveland baseball
team called the Indians, even though their name is a panethnic identification thati nappropriatel y draws forth various stereotypes and historical misrepresentations. However, the chosen and commodified logo of the team, called
"Wahoo" and sometimes "Chief Wahoo," remains a raceba sed, negatively-portrayed image of a savage, grinning
"Indian" that in no way resembles any living or historical
Native American. It is unambiguous symbolic racism.
Many individuals atjCU equate support and display of
this "mascot" logo with a perverse son of "patriotic" support for the baseball team, and ultimatelythecityof Cleveland and even the American way of life. This is certainly
their prerogative. However, I observed the racist symbol in
the form of a small flag flying under the United States flag
on the central flagpole of JCU. This appears to giveinstitutionallegitimation to such racism.
I do not have any knowledge of how this flag came to
such a position, nor do I make it a personal request to
administrators who may not have been aware of its meanings or shared in its display to take it down or make a
justification. However, both because of my own Native
American background (Lakota-Sioux) and my main subject areas in sociology (race, ethnicity, cultural domination), I find it necessary to draw your attention to JCU's
potential contribution to the perpetuation of negative stereotypes and underlying symbolic racism.
!remain an engaged faculty member at this jesuit institute of higher learning that so often stands for social justice. Lakota say: 0-Mitakuye Q-wasin (We are all related).
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Babysitter needed: Tuesday
mornings for a 2 year old
daugter, close to campus.
$6.00 per hour. Please leave
message. 595-0220.
For Rent: 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Located 2 miles
from school. Building Address
1414 South Belvoir Blvd. Includes: Appliances, Carpet,
Garage, Air. Can be furnished
$480- $600. 932-9215 or
291-8458. Please leave message.
For Rent: Spacious fully furnished carpeted 3 bedroom,
1/2 duplex. Linving, Dining
Room, Kitchen. Space for 3
students' cars off street, including one garage space. Air.
1690 Glenmont, near campus.
$650/Mo. Call321-6710
Roomate Needed: Two bedroom apartment spacious
kitchen, dining, living, and sitting rooms. $460/month. Located in Little Italy on
Mayfield. Leasors needed immediately! Call Michelle or Jen

s

s

a

I

at 421-1242 anytime
111ielp Wanted: Men/Women
earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home.
Exerience unnecessary, will!
train. Immediate openings in
your local area. Call 1-520680-464 7 ext. C. 1662
For Sale: Zeos 60mhz
Pentium CPU with an 18inch
monitor. Tons ofww software. Quad-Speed CD rom,
and speakers. Low Price OBO
Call397-5424 for details.
Spring Break- Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and
more! Organize a smalll group
and earn a FREE trip plus
commissions! Call 1-800822-0321.
Babysltters wanted: Pepper
Pike Area, 3 small children,
Flexible hours, Car will be required. 2 references needed.
292-4665.

•

Sales Job: Sales associates
adn Sales manager wanted
for holiday season in
Beachwood Place: Day,
Evening and Weekend Shifts
available. Call 464-1717 or
656-2601
Babysitter Wanted. S. Euclid
Area, 4 Children. Monday thru
Friday. 2 pm. to 4 pm. Salary Negotiable. Ask for Pam
381-4459
Houlihan's needs servers: If
you have a strong fee I for the
basics in creating a pleasant,
up beat dining experience,
you belong with the
Houlihan's. We're a leader in
casual dining-and a fun,
friendly place to work. Now,
we're looking for someone
whose smiles and service
will keep our customers coming back. Apply in person
Mon. thru Thurs. from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m.-24103 Chagrin
Blvd. Beachwood, OH 44122.
EOE
Needed: 2 Female roomates

needed to share a 3 bedroom house. Close to JCU
$325+ utilities. Call Anita at
321-7310 for more info.
Music Industry Internship:
National music Marketing/
Management
company

based in LA seeks Responsible,
Outgoing music/marketing intern in Cleveland, sophomore or
above in college. Know your
market well adn be very into
new, alternative music. Please
call (213) 368-4738 for more
information.
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